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FOREWORD 
~HIS book has been written for all types of users of 
acclamulators. It is an attempt to disperse the secrecy 
which surrounds this electrical device and bring about a 

, more fair and efficient treatment of one of the most useful 
means of producing electricity. 

The author has borne in mind throughout the work the 
• actual reql!irements of both the amateur and the" Service 

iltation " attendant, and is convinced that the knowledge .. 
gained by its perusal will be of immense benefit to both, 
and bring about, a much greater confidence between user 

'and provider thah at present prevails. 
• The book is essentially of a practical nature and gives 
in detail all the information necessary for keeping the 
battery fully charged and in good condition. This, how
ever, is not enough for the reader who wishes to thoroughly 
understand his battery, so just that amount of theory has 
been included, treated in as simple and direct a method as 
possible, to enable the reader to understand the principles 
underlying the actions of the accumulator and its treatment. 

The author wishes to express his indebtedness to C. A. 
Vandervell & Ci)., and the Chloride Electrical Storage Co., 
for much i~formation freely given. 

w. S. 1. 

LONDON, 1926. 
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CHAPTER I ' _, I 
~; C::,' \ 

INTRODUCTORY \' .>~ , 
• 

STEAM car?be observed, petrol can be poured into the tank 
of the car, but electricity is invisible, and an air of secrecy 
surrounds it~ which is fostered more or less by those who 
have a smattering of knowledge concerning it. 

But although ~lectricity cannot be simply or satisfactorily 
ixplained, the methods of producing it, and its ordinary 
,ffects are easily understood and evident. 

These effects obey definite laws, and from a knowledge 
of these laws it is possible to state what will happen when 
certain conditions hold good in the electric circuit . 
• The electric circuit consists of the cables, instruments, 
and apparatus through which a current is made to flow. 

Open Circuit. 
If this circuit is broken at some part, by means of a 

switch, or by disconnecting a lead at a terminal, the circuit 
is said to be open. _, 

Closed Cir/mit. 
When the path ~s complete and the current can flow, the 

circuit is said to be closed. 

Conductors. 
Substances which allow the electric current to flow along 

them easily are called conductors. All pure metals are , 
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good conductors, liquids comparatively poor, whilst gas~ 
scarcely conduct at all. .-

Copper is used for cables because it is one of the best 
conductors and is fairly cheap. Aluminium is somet,imes 
used, but is bulky and not so flexible. .1) 

Alloys or mixtures of such metals as copper, zinc, lmd 
nickel have resistances much greater than the pure metals, 
and for this reason are used for resistance wires. 

Insulators. 
Substances through which it is difficult to pass an ele~tric 

current are called insulators. They are used to 'tlover con
ductors, or separate conductors, in order to prevent leakage 
or passage of a current from one to the other, ~s in the case 
of cables, switch bases, ceiling roses, etc. 

The most commonly used insulators a,rli\ rubber, paper, '" 
cotton, silk, mica, ebonite, marble, fibre, and oils. 

Current. 
The electric circuit can well be compared to an endless 

water pipe in which is a pump driven by an engine. When 
the pump is working, water circulates through the system" 
The moving water can be made to do useful work by driv
ing a turbine, but when the pump stops the flow of water 
ceases. 

In the electric circuit the cell or dynamo is the pump, in 
that it forces the current round and round the circuit. 
This current is not burnt up, nor in any way destroyed, as 
it passes through the lamps, motors, and lpparatus, but 
immediately the generator stops, it simply ceases 'to flow. 

According to the pressure generatea by the cell or 
dynamo so more or less electricity is forced around the 
circuit. 

The current flowing also depends upon the resistance, 
which various parts of the circuit offer to the flow of the 
current along thwm. 

"It 
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Amperes. 
·Curre:g.t is measured in amperes (A. or 1.). 

Pressure . 
• Pressure, voltage, or electromotive force is measured in 
vo}t,~ (v.). 

Just as water flows from a point at high pressure to one 
at a lower pressure, so electricity flows from a point at 
high to one at a lower electrical pressure. 

The positive terminal (marked +) of an accumulator is 
the high pressure terminal from which the current flows 
out ;' the l!egative terminal (marked -) is the terminal to 
which it returns . 

• 
Resistance. 

This is measured in ohms. The resistance of a conductor 
tlepends on its l~ngth. The longer it is the greater its 

• resistance. 

• 

It depends inversely on its area of cross section, being 
less the greater the cross section, as one would suppose. 
The resistances of different substances vary, as mentioned 
previously . • 

CONNECTION OF RESISTANCES 

Resistances connected as shown in Fig. 2 are said to be 
in series. The total value of such a grouping is the sum 
of the separate resistances. 

• In the illustration given the total resistance .. 
R = 5 + lO + 15 + 20 = 50 ohms . 
• 

Resistances connectl'ld as in Fig. 3 are said to be in parallel. 
Since the current in this case has several paths to go 

down, the total resistance must be less than if only one 
such path were provided. Such a group of lamps or 
resistances connected in a circuit must allow a greater 
current to flow than one would, and for this,reason parallel 
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.. 
grouping of lamps and resistance coils, with suitable switch-
ing arrangements, are used for charging boariJs. The tot1t1 
resistance of a parallel circuit composed of eq17al lamp 

. Resistance of one lamp • 
resIstances = N b f I -um er 0 amps .. 

In Fig. 3 the resistance of one lamp is taken as 25 o~ms, 
25 

and the total resistance of the group = "5 = 5 ohms. 

AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS 

When a current is passed through a coil of wire, the.ends 
of the coil become like the poles of a magnet." If such a 
coil be suspended by a controlling spring between the poles 
of a strong steel magnet, and a current pass~d through it, 
it will tend to turn and set with its ends or faces opposite 
the magnet poles. It is on this principle j;hat the action o~ 
most ammeters and voltmeters depends. 

Since ammeters are used to measure the current in a" 
circuit, they must be connected as part of the circuit, just 
as a gas or water meter must form part of the supply system 
if it is to be of any use. 

To offer as little opposition to the flow of current as 
possible, ammeters are made of low resistance. 

An ammeter should never be connected across the ter
minals of a circuit, or the large current which will flow will 
ruin the instrument. 

When large currents have to be measured, it is not con- • 
venient to allow all the current to flow through the coils of 

1 -I 
the ammeter, so only a part, say 10 or 100 ~ the total 

current, flows through the ammeter itself. The remaining 
9 99 
10 or 100 flows thr}lugh what is called an ammeter shunt 

placed in the main circuit. 
Voltmeters work on the same principle as ammeters, but 

• • 
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since the current passing through them is proportional to 
tne pre sture ~t their terminals, they are calibrated to indi
cate pressur,e in volts and not current. They are made of 
a high resistance and are always connected across the 
~erminals, the pressure between which is required. 

Fi.g. 1 illustrates the correct connections of ammeters 
and voltmeters in a simple circuit. 

• + .200V 
Supply 

• zAmps. 

Ammeter Shunt 

Load 

FIG. 1. CONNECTION OF AMMETERS AND VOLTMETER 

IN A SIMPLE CIRCUIT. 

OHM'S LAW 
There is a definite relation between the current, resistance, 

and pressure in an electric circuit. 
This relatiolljhip is stated in Ohm's Law, which says that 

the curren-w varies directly as the pressure, and inversely as 
the resistance. • Expressed algebraically, 

Pressure in volts 
Current in amperes = R' . h eSlsta"nce III 0 ms 

If the reader will take the trou bl.e to master the applica
tion of this law to such simple circuits as tJlOse formed by 

.f 
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accumulators and the apparatus in series with them, h,e 
will arrive at a far better understanding of thr; action 
taking place in such a circuit, and be able to~treat scien
tifically a subject, the theory of which must previouflly 
have been a complete blank to him. , 

Ohm's Law may be applied to a whole circuit or to,part 
of a circuit. 

+ 250V. '. 

FIG. 2. RESISTANCES CONNECTED IN SImms, SHOWING 
" DROl'" DOWN EACH RESISTANCE. 

In Fig. 2 the current flowing in all parts of the circuit 
may be found by dividing the total voltage by the total 

2150 
resistance = -- = 5 A. 

50 
Fig. 3 indicates 5 equal resistances or la1llps in parallel, 

each of 25 ohms. ~ 

The current through each resistance 
Voltage 

Resistance 
100 

=-=4A. 
25~ --
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• The pressure at the terminals of each is the same in 
,'cry c~e, alfd is equal to the main's voltage. 
Since a oorrent of 4 A. passes through each lamp, the 

)tal current equals 4 X 5 = 20 A. 

This result might also be 
otlc~lated as follows-

Total resistance of the five 
Lmps in parallel 

Resistance of one lamp =. NU'nber of lamps 

25 
= -" = 5 chms. 

i) 

'he total current, 

Voltage of circuit 
Total resistance 

100 
= -- = 20A. 

5 =~ 

• The currents flowing in 
ach part of the circuit are 
learly indicated in the figure 
nd are well worthy of can· 
lderation. 

)rop in Pressurb'. 

100 II. 

-- IOOV - --

FIG. 3. 

.aOA 

f6A 

12A 

8A 

4A 

I{ESISTASCES CONNECTED IN 

PARALLEL SHOWING CURRK~T 

VALC"ES IN EACH CIRCUIT. 

This is a' term used to indicate the pressure or volts 
tilized in sending t~j_e current from one part of a circuit to 
nother. 

It may be calculated by the equatiOl< 

Drop in volts = Current in circuit X l~esistance of 
ircuit. 

2-(54~l 
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In Fig. 2 the various voltmeter readings or "drops .:' 
may be calculated as follows-

V = T~tal current X Total resistance = 5' X 50 = 250 

V1 = 5 X 5 = 25 

V2 = 5 X 10 = 50 

Vs=5 X 15= 75 

V4 =5 X 20= 100 

Total drop = 250 V. 

+ 

73A 

Internal Drop = 0·5 x '·3 
=0·65 v. 

., 

E.M.F.= 2·6 V. Voltage = 2·6-~5 
Open Circuit Closed Circuit 

FIG. 4. SHOWING FALL IN PRESSURE OF CELL WHEN 
LOAD IS SWITCHED ON. 

E.M.F. and Pressure. 
The total pressure generated by an accumulator is called., 

its electromotive force (E.M.F.). This is indicated by a 
voltmeter connected across its terminals {Vhen no current 
is being taken out of the battery. I) 

When a load is switched on the cil'cuit, the voltmeter 
reading falls and less pressure is available at the terminals. 
This is not because the cell has become weaker, but because 
a certain portion ~f the E.M.F. is now used up in sending 
the current through the ce1l itself. The internal resistance 
of the cell, although small, causes a drop in voltage to take 

" 
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place within it, the value of which is equal to the current 
in ampt!res X resistance of the cell. 

If more ·current is taken out of the cell, this internal 
drop will increase and still less pressure be available at the 

-accumulator's terminals. l , 
Example. 

An accumulator has an E.M.F. of 2·6 volts on open 
circuit. Its internal resistance is 0·5 ohm. If connected 
to a lamp having a tesistance of 1·5 ohms, what current will 
flow' in the cell and lamp, and what will the voltmeter 
indicate? 

:t . Total pressure 
Current flowmg = T 1 . t ota reSlS ance 

E.M.F. of cell 
- Res. of cell + Res. of lamp 

2·6 2·6 
---=-= 1·3A. 
0'5 + 1·5 2 ---~ 

Drop of pressure in cell = Internal res. X Current 

= 0·5 X 1·3 

= 0·65 V. 

'oltage at cell terminals = External res. X Current 

= 1·5 X 1·3 
= 1·95 V. 

or = E.M.F. - Internal drop 

= 2·6-0·65 

= 1-95 V. 

Fig. 4 illustrates conditions similar to those calculated in 
the abo-.,e example. • 
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If the external resistance were made equa~ to 0·8 ohm, 

2·6 
the current flowing would equal 0--0 8 

·5 + . 
2·6 

= --- = 2 A. 
1·3 ~ 

The drop inside thc cell would now be cqual to 2 X 0·5 = 1 V. 
This would only leave 2·6 -- 1·0 ,-~ 1·6 V. available at the 
cell's terminals. 

The voltage of an accumulator therefore varies according 
to what current is flowing. It is useless, there:ore, t~ say 
that the voltage of a cell is 2·1 volts unless the value of the 
current flowing is also stated. Generally, the 1"oltage stated 
should be that with normal charge or discharge current 
flowing through the cell. 



CHAPTER II 

ELECTRICAL POWER 

ELECTRICAL power is measured in watts (W.). A watt is 
the power in a circuit when the current is 1 ampere arld the 
pressure 1 volt. If the values of current and pressure are 
known, the power in a circuit may be obtained frorn the 
equMion • 

Watts = Amperes X Volts. 

From thi~ equation another is obtained by the lIse of 
which the current flowing may be found, if the power and 
pressure are knC\wn, 

Power in watts 
Current in amperes = ------. --

Pressure III volts 

The watt is rather a small unit, so a larger unit, called a 
kilowatt (kW.), which is cquaJ to 1,000 watts, is used. 

tvattage and Candle Power of Lamps. 
Some years ago filament lamps were rated according tc 

their candle power, instead of their wattage, or number oj 
watts which they took when burning. Even now, carbon 
filament lamps are generally stated to be of 8, 16, 32, 50 
100 candle power, instead of 28, 56, 112, 175, 350 watts 
which they approximately take. 

Metallrlmps are nearly always mted in watts, and this 
together with the particular voltage for which they arE 
made, is usually stamped on the bulb or cap. 

Lamps for Charging Rheostats. 
The internal resistance of a secondary cell is so smal 

that if .a battery were connected across an 'ordinary suppl) 

11 
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circuit of, say, 100 volts, an enormous current would flow, 
and the battery, unless saved by the fuses of the circuit, 
would be utterly ruined. To reduce the current to the 
value required, resistances must be placed in series with 
the battery. For this purpose, lamps are very convenient 
and cheap. 

The current required for any particular battery is known 
from the label, and the operator simply needs to know the 
number of lamps to be switched on to allow this current 
to flow, or switches lamps on until the ammeter in the 
circuit indicates the necessary current. " 

Such lamps must be of the correct voltage for trw supply, 
since the filaments are only designed to carry a certain 
current. A 100·volt lamp, if placed on a 20(f·volt circuit, 
would have double the current forced through it for which 
it was made, and, not being able to carr)" it, the filament 
would fuse and probably burst the bulb. 

Carbon lamps are used for charging boards because they 
take a much bigger current per candle power, are cheaper, 
and more robust than metal lamps. 

In calculations referring to carbon lamps, assume that 
each candle power is equivalent to 3·5 W. 

Watts 
Then, since amperes = Volts 

Candle power X 3·5 
Current taken by carbon lamps = V It f' 't o age 0 ClrcUl 

Example. 
A 16 c.p. carbon lamp made for a 100·volt cir0uit would 

16 X 3·5 56 
take 100 = 100 = tAo approx. 

The same candle power lamp made for a 200·volt circuit 

16 X 3·5 
would take 2(,)0 = t A. appro!,: 
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Half-Watt and Metal Lamps. , 
Ordinary metal filament lamps take 1 to 1·5 W. per c.p., 

hence more'light is obtained for less energy than by using 
-arbon lamps. 

The huge power lamps of the gas-filled type taking 500 W. 
~r rilore, only take about! W. per c.p., hence their name of 
" half-watt" lamps. 

Wattage 
Current taken by metal lamps = V It 

o age 

ExaJ?lple. 
A 100-watt lamp for a 200-volt circuit would only take 

100 
200 = tAo 

DESIGN OF CHARGING BOARD • 
LAMP RHEOSTAT. 

Lamps used for charging boards are nearly always con
nected in parallel, in which case the total current flowing 
in the battery equals the SUM of the individual lamp 
currents . 
• Thus 10-16 c.p. 200-volt carbon lamps would allow 
10 X t = 2t A. to flow. 

Example of Construction Calculations. 
It is required to construct a board to supply currents 

varying from t to 5 A. The voltage of supply is 200. 
What size of lamps would you employ and how would 
you connect them ? 

In all c~ses the lamps must be connected in parallel, a 
positive and negative lead being taken to each lamp. 

Metal Lamps. 
Since Watts = Amperes X Volts 
Wattage of lamp for t A. circuit = t X 200 = 100 W. , 

1 A. circuit = 1 x '200 = 200 W. 
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,) 

Carbon Lamps. 
The candle power required for the t A. circ'uit " 

Wattage required 100 
---""--=--- = - = 28·5. Say 32 c.p. lamp. 

Watts per c.p. 3·5 
The candle power required for the 1 A. circuits 

,) 

Wattage required 200 
= - = 57. Say 50 c.p. lamp. 

Watts per c.p. 3·5 

+ 

3ZC.P. 
of'/OO W. 

~A. 

zoo Ohm 
400 Coils 

+]Jj gJ .. 
T T T T" 

(b) 

50 C. P. Lamps 
Of' 200 W. ,lamps. 

Battery on A7 B7 c,i/ Dj(Switches 
Charge i r i i 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~I·+-t""""_"__.l.---'-------'--

(a) 

FIG. 5. PARALLEL LAMP OR 'WIRE RHEOSTAT ON 200 V. 

CIRCUIT TO GIVE CURRENTS VARYING FROM ~ A. TO 5 A. 

0' 

Fig 5a illustrates how the lamps will be connected t( 
give the required currents. '. 

With the various switches on, the current paSSil>l.g throug]; 
the battery will be as follows-

SWITCH. 

A 
B 
B+C 
D 
D+ C . 
D+C'{.B. 

CURRENT FLOWING. 

0·5 ampere 
1·0 
2·0 
3·0 
4·0 
5·0 • 
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Jf the cIrcuit were 100 V. the candle power and wattage 
of the lamps would be half the values represented in the 
illustration. ' 

., WATTAGE AND CURRENTS OF CARBON LAMPS 

Candle 
Approximate Current in Amperes. 

Watts Power (W.) 
100V. i 110V. \ 120V.) 200V.\ 210V.! 220V.) 240V. 

(c.p.) 

8' 2-\l ~ 028 
0·25 0·23 0·14 0·13 0·13 0·12 

16 56 0·56 0·51 0·47 0·28 0·27 0·25 0'23 
32 112 1·12 1·02 0·93 0·56 0·53 0·51 0'47 
50 175 1·75 1·59 1·46 

0'
87

1 
0·83 0·79 0'73 

100 350 II 3-50 3·18 2·9 1·75 1·66 1·60 1'46 

".B.-On 100·V. Cil~cuit a 16 c.p. lamp takes! A. 32 c.p. takes 1 A. 
" 200·V. 32 c.p. " ! A. 50 c.p. " 1 A. 

RESISTANCE COIL RHEOSTATS 

Lamps are very convenient resistances to use for charging 
rheostats, but wire rheostats are perhaps more permanent 
a~d to be preferred in some cases. 

Resistance wires have a certain resistance per yard of 
length, depending upon the material. The value must be 
got from maker's tables. 'A certain size of wire will only 
carry a definite value of current, if more is sent through it, 
the wire will get red hot, there is a danger of fire, and the 
wire may fuse) and be destroyed. The two things to 
note, therefore, when ordering resistance wire are the 
current capacity aM the length to provide the resistance 
required. 

Calculations referring to Resistance Valttes of Wire Rheostats. 

The various resistance coils may be connected in series 
or paral~el. 
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Parallel Connection. 
The most suitable method is to sub"titute l~esistance 

wires for the lamps and connect them in exa~tly the same 
way. Taking the previous example as an illustration, the 
values of the resistance wires may be found as follows- " 

p 

To allow t A. on 200·Y. circuit R = !!!_ = 200 = 400 ohms. 
1 0·5 

200 
1 A. R = -1- = 200 .. 

Resistance wire of l ampcre capacity, and having a value 
of 400 ohms, will be used for the! ampere. coil." • 

The remainder of the coils must be of 1 ampere capacity 
and of 200 ohms resistance. 0) 

Fig. 5b illustrates the necessary connections. 

Series Connection. 
In the series connection the resistance coils are connected 

in one long length. At certain points taps are taken to . 
contact studs by means of which a sliding contact arm 
can cut out or cut in the various sections, as required. 

The last sections of the rheostat, which only carry the 
smaller currents, may be made of smaller wire, to ta~e 
up less room and reduce the cost. 

On 200- V. circuit the various resistances are calculated as 
follows-

To allow t A. Resistance = 200 
4\)0 ohms. 

0·5 

1 A. 
200 21l,() -1-

2 A. 
200 

100 2 
3 A. 

200 
67 3 

, 200 
4A. 50 

4 

5 A. 
200 

40 • 5 ., 
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I Beacon Wire 

1"-0 Length 
- . yd". 

T:leresistance in the first steptocarrytA. = 400-200 = 200 ohms 22 90 
second 1A. = 200 - 100 = 100" ~2 45 

"" third 2A. = 100- 67 = 33 18 45 
fourth 3A. = 67 - 50 = 17 18 20 
fifth 4A. = 50- 40 = 10 16 26 
sixth 5A. = 40 = 40 16 100 

Suitable sizes of "beacon" wire to use for the various 
sectiol!R are given in the table. 

• A 

Supply 
200 V. + 

Battery 
on Charge 

- ~ ~~I-++-----____"+ 

~A 

FIG. 6. SERIES RHEOSTAT TO GIVE CURRENTS VARYING 

FROM t A. TO 5 A. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the connections and the currents which 
would flow i',1 the different circuits. 

ELECTRICAL ENERGY 
The unit of electrical energy is called the Board of 

Trade unit, or simply the" unit." . 
This is the energy in a circuit when the power is 1 kW. 

and the time taken 1 hr. 
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Unit = kilowatt hour (kW.h.~ 

Amperes X Volts X Hours) 
_ L-

- 1000 

Watts X Hours 
1000 

Since electricity is charged for at so much per unit, the 
cost is calculated as follows-

. Amperes X Volts X Hours X Price per unit 
Cost m pence = ·------1-,-00.,-0--------='-----

Watts X Hours X Price per u;;'it 
or = 1000 ., 

Example. 
A charging board consists of 10-16 (J.p. carbon lamp •. 

The voltage of the circuit is 200. What is the cost of 
charging for 24 hr. with energy at 4d. per unit? 

The current taken by each lamp from table on p. 15 is 
found to be 0·28 A. Therefore the ten lamps will take 
10 X 0·28 = 2·8 A. 

. 2·8 X 200 X 24 
\:. Umts = 1000 

2·8 X 200 X 24 X 4 
Cost = 00 = 4s. 6d. approx. 

10 ===-====== 
Since 1 c.p. is approximately equivalent to 3·5 W., the" 

total watts taken 

= 10 X 16 X 3·5 

= 560 

. 560 X 24 
Umts =. 1000 

560 X 24 X 4 
Cost = 1000 = 4s. 6d. approx. 

<Ii 
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The actual cost of charging a 6-V. accumulator in series 
with the r.bove lamps is very small. 

Units taken by accumulator 

Amperes X Volts X Hours 

1000 

2·8 X 6 X 24 
1000 

2·8 X 6 X 24 X 4 
Cost = 1000 

1 

1613 
I = 1000 = lid. approx: 

That is, out of a total cost of 4s. 6d., only l!d. is the 
abtual value of tne energy used in charging the battery, 
,but it has cost 4s. 6d. really, since the lighting is not of 
value. 

Several batteries in series, however, could be charged off 
the above circuit and the total cost would still be only 
4s. 6d. per 2·8 A. for 24 hr. 

1 

Table of Charges. 
The tables of charges for accumulator service in vogue 

are as numerous as they are absurd. Some charge per volt, 
,some per cell irrespective of size, some per ampere hour, 
with the result that neither customer nor service is 
satisfied. 

There is uhly one correct system and that is so much per 
ampere hour, per vdt. 

The table below gives the actual cost per ampere hour 
for the whole circuit at different voltages. KnoVtring the 
number of cells usually on charge, the attendant can work 
out the actual cost per volt of cell per ampcre hour, and 
draw uP!1 scale of charges to give him a reasnnable profit. 
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Total Cost per Ampere Hour of ~he W~ole 

Voltage 
Charging Circuit. 

" 
of (Price per Unit of Supply in Pence.) 

Supply. 

2 3 4 5 6 

100 0·1 0·2 0·3 0·6 
110 0·11 0·22 0·33 0·66 
120 0'12 0·24 0·36 0·72 
150 0·15 0·3 0·45 0·9 
200 0·2 0·4 0'0 1·2 
2lO 0·21 0·42 0·63 1·26 
220 0·22 0'44 0·66 1·32 
240 0·24 0·48 0·72 1·44 
250 0·25 0'5 0·75 -}) 1·25 1·5 

~ ,~ 

TO FIND ACTUAL COST OF CHARGING 
FROM TABLE 

Example. 
Suppose cells having a total voltage of 20 are usually on 

charge, the supply circuit to be 200 V. and the price per 
unit 2d. ." 

From the table the total cost of the whole circuit per' 
ampere hour at 2d. on the 200 V. circuit = 0·4 pence. 

This per volt of cell, assuming an average of 20 V. on 
0·4 

charge = -20 = 0·02 pence per ampere hour per volt. 

A 60 ampere 40ur 4 V. cell therefore a<otually costs 

60 X 4 X 0·02 = 4·8 pence. 

Add to this overhead charges and profit required, and 
the result equals the actual charge to be made to the 
customer. A little· calculation at the outset would soon 
enable a table to be drawn up for the sizes of batteries 
usually charged at the station, and prevent a grea; deal of 
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the dissatisfaction which now prevails owing to obvious 
unfair m«1thodB in practice. 

Whilst denling with this question of charging cost, it 
may be as well to note that the true cost of charging a 
be.ttery should be based on its actual capacity which is only 
half -ihe intermittent capacity. A cell rated at 60 Ah. 
intermittent, should be charged for at the same rate as a 
CAll rated at 30 Ah. actual capacity. 



CHAPTER III 

PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY 

THERMAL, mechanical, and chemical energy may, 'mder 
certain conditions, be converted into electrical energy. 

If one of two junctions of two dissimilar metals be heated, 
a current will flow down the wire, but, from a commercial 
point of view, the production of electricity in this way is 
useless. 

If a coil of wire be rotated in the magnetic' field which 
lies between the two poles of a magnet, an E.M.F. is set uE 
in the wire, and a current will flow if it be c"nnected to a:r1 
external circuit. 

This current alternates in magnitudE" and direction 3~ 
the sides of the coil first pass the North and then the South 
Pole of the magnet. 

If such a coil or number of coils, mounted together on 
an iron core to form the armature of an electric generator, 
have their ends connected to slip rings fixed on the shaft, 
an alternating current (A.C.) is available at the brushys 
sliding on the slip rings. 

In this case the terminals of the machine become alter
nately pObitive and negative, as the current alternates in 
direction, with a frequency perhaps of 50 per second (repre
sented ~ = 50). The frequency depends on the speed 0:1 
the alternator and the number of poles. 

If, instead of connecting the coils to slip rings, they be 
connected to the segments of a commutator, ~he commu
tator acts as a rectifier, and the A.D. which is alwaYE 
produced in the armature of a machine is converted tc 
continuous current (C.C.) at the brush terminals, one brush 
or set of brushes 'always being of positive polarity (+) 
where the current flows outwards, and the other, where the 
current return;) to the machine, always being nega~ive (-). 

\ ;?2 
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11 a oattery of accumulators were connected to an A.C. 
supply, it would be charged in the right direction at one 
instant, but when the current reversed it would be exccs,
sively discharged, or charged in the oppo'>ite direction.' 
'rhe battery, therefore, would never receive any charge. 

PR.ODUCTION OF ELECTR.ICITY :BY 
CHEMICAL ACTION 

The production of electrical energy from chemical energy \ 
forms the basis of the action of all types of cclls. 

Primary Ce:1. 
1£ two diHsimilar metals or conducting substances are 

placed in a litluid which acts chemically more upon one 
than t,he other, the resulting chemical action sets up an 
Fr.M.F. between the 1_)lates. If the two 1_)lates be connected 
togethcr by a conductor of electricity so as to form a closed 

.• external circuit, a curn'nt will flow in all parts of the 
circuit. 

Such a combination of platps and liquid forms what is 
called a simple voltaic cell. 

I The most original and simplm,t of all is produced by 
• immersing a plate of copper and one of zinc in dilutn 

sulphuric acid. 
When one of thc plates, usually the zinc, has dissolved, 

chemical action «eases and no further current is produced. 
· .A new plate and fresh liquid have usually to be provided 

before the cell will " work" again. 
Such a cell, in' which chemical action starts immediately 

tho platt's afe put in the liquid or electrolyte and connected 
extt'rnally, and in which some portion of the materials 
irrecoverably disappear, is called a primary cell. 

Secondary Cell. 
Under some circumstancPR, however, the plates are not 

dissolve(\, but simply change in composition <(s the chemical 
3-(0414) 
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action proct-('ds, and a,fter all action has taken place qnd 
thc current c('asP" to flo,,;, the plates can bi:l brol,lght back 
to th('ir original c1wmically active condition 'ilY pasi:iing an 
electric current in the reverse direction to the original flow 
through the cell. 

This action is called charging, and the type of Bell i" 
called a secondary cell. 

In the Rocondary cell, or accumulator, the electrical antI 
chemical actions arc reversible, whereas they are not in th(' 
primary cell. 

Producing reversible cells, however, is not quite so simpk 
• as the above would make it appear to be. Man1preliminary 
. operations are neceRsary before plat('s can be got into thi" 

reversible condition. The plates havc to be>} formed, as the 
process is termed. 

EFFECTS OF 'fRE ELECTRIC CURRENT 

Thermal Effects. 
An pleat-ric current pa""eG through any kinG of conductor 

will producc hmt in it, and possibly to fiuch an extent that 
light may result, as in the case of the ordinary d('ctric 
bulb. 

Chemical or Electrolytic Effects. 
If two metal or carbon plates arc plaeE'd in a vesscl of 

water, and a current passed through the electrolytic cell 
or voltameter, as fmeh an arrangement is ealle(l, the water' 
,yill be split up into its dements-oxygen ~md hydrogen. 

The hydrogen in the form of bubbles of ga~ will appear 
at the negative plate where the current leaves the cell, and 
the oxygen bubbles at the positive plate where the current 
enters the cell. 

If the plates a£", 
upon chemically by t 
position of thlY plates is 

ade of substances ,,,hieh are acted 
ases liberated at them, the com
'tnged. 
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LEAD ACID CELL 
If a eel[ "Containing lead platetl and an electrolyte of 

sulphuric acid be utled, the current passing through the 
acid will decompose it, and tho 0 and H resulting from this 
beiD~ dep0:-iitod at the positiYe and lll'gatiw plates will 
react upon them. The surface of the positive plato changes 
to peroxidp of lead, and that of tho negatiyo into a porous 
form of pure load. 

The pure lead plates at first present in the acid, being 
equally acted upon by the acid, did not form a simph' cf'll 
and conseq'twntly could produce no current, but by charging 
the cell, the composition of the plates has been altered, and 
if thl' current'be now switched off ancl til(' two plates be 
connected together by a conductor, a current will flow 
iround the circuit. in the opposite direction. 

The action now is exactly the same as that taking place 
, in any Rimple voltaie cell, and so long as the plates remain 

of different composition a current will flow. But the chem
ical action taking place and producing the current alters 
the composition of the platE'S again, till, finally, they arc 
both converted into lead sulphate, and the eell, no longer 
a~ting like a primary cell, crases to give out current. 

If charged again the plates will again become dissimilar, 
and will again give out currE'nt, whon t.h8 circuit is com
pleted. Thpse alternate actions of charge and discharge 

• can theoretically, under given conditions, bo repeated in
definitely. 

'What has bel'n described above is in reality the action 
of a storage'battery-but, electrieity is not really stored in 
it. What ha~ hapJ:lIJened is that electrical f'nergy in the 
first place on charge watl convOfted into potential chemical 
energy, and this chemical energy, just where. and when 
convenient, ean be re-cOllYcrted, and 13(1 again utilized to 
produce electricity on diseharge. The action certainly 
seems to,wgge~t the ::;(oragc of (']cctrieity. • 
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Fig. 7 illustrates the actions and results of ehargmg and 
discharging a simple lead acid cell. The reader shDuld note 
the relative directions of charging and discharg'ing current.f", 
and that the + plate on charg(] is also the + plate on 
discharge. 

Plante Plates. 
Experiments similar to the above wer!' conducted in a very 

crude way, about 1860, by Plante. He immersed lead plates 

~ to -ole. PoLz 
of o~"""'" 

~~t~;tl:~~f ,"'It - -- -I 1 
~ &~~~ ~sJNJJ 

lead A:'l:i.muIalOr 
OISCHAQGING 

FIG. 7. CHE:lIICAL ACTIOXS ox "CH.tR(:E" .\:0<1> 

" DISCHARGE" OF .. ._-\ .. CC'C::\[lJL.\Ton. 

in dilute ac~d and charged them from primary cdls, lwcause 
the dynamo as we know it was then unknown. By r!'peat1d 
charging and discharging, he conn'rted quite a depth of ) 
the surface of his lead plates into lead peroxide at the 
positive, and into spongy l!'ud at the negative, but the 
process was wry tedious and expensive. It took him 
months and even years to form Rome of his plates, and thE" 
results even then were not great. Pres)nt-day batteries 
have, indeed, been rcally little altercd from" the original 
Plante eeUR, but tho advent of the dynamo and heHcr 
methods of production havp mad(· th~ result,; a successful 
business proposition for tho production of current. 

Faure or Pasted Plates. 
It "\\-1.U have been gathered from the aboye that a previous 

forming charg!, is ncec~sar~' bdor!' the lead plak~ and the 
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acid. really produce a reversible action cell. This at once 
suggests that it might be possible to U!-i(' lpad pproxide and 
lead in tUe fiIst case, and so do away with the long charging 
process necessary whp11 pure lead plat('s arc used. 

Lead peroxide is not Huitable, amI spongy lead is not 
directly procurable, and if they wert', they art' not mechan
ically strong enough to be fonupd alone into plates. It is 
possible, however, to hasten the proces:; by having mechan
ically strong grids of lead, and pasting these with litharge 
or red lead, which, on charging, ill easily converted to 
peroxide and spongy lead at + and - phLtes respectively. 
For heavy "raction batterie~, however, Plante pORitivcs are 
even now often prderred to the pasted type,;, which are 
usually used itl accumulators for car, "'ireless, [Lnd most 
portable batteries. 

The pa::;te for the positive grids i::; made from litharge or 
l~d lead, or a mixture of the two, made into a paste with 
dilute sulphuric aeid. 

~egative gridK are pasted with a litharge paste made ju,.;t. 
thick enough to work easily illto the interstices between the 
grids. 

After pasting and drying, as described ill detail later, the 
ll""tes must he charged or fonm'd to become aetiye material, 

• in which condition they will, when eOlllwctc<l to an outside 
cireili!, sl']Hl Ollt a current of ('lpctl'icit:v. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE EFFECTS OF CHARGE AND DISOHARGE 

Ix the last chapter it was shown how, as a result of charging, 
the + plate was converted into leau peroxide, anu the 
- plate into spongy lead, both plates on dischargp bccoming 
lead sulphate. 

Chemical Changes on Charge. 

Electrical energy supplieu is converted into potential 
chemical energy within the cell. '. 

The oxygen required to form the peroxide of the + plate 
and the hydrogen necessary to convert the hard lead - plate 
into spongy lead are obtained by the decomposition of the' 
water in the electrolytE'. If some of thi" is thus deeolll
pOKed, it follows that the acid must become more con
c('ntrated as the charge proceeds. 

Chemical Changes on Discharge. 

Potential chemical enrrgy iK converted into electrical 
energy. 

The peroxide, of tlw +- plate and tIll' spongy lead of the -
plate are both converted into lead sulphate. Oxygen and 
hydrogen in the form of water are returned to the eell. The 
sulphate is deriwd from the sulphuric acid in the cclI so that 
the whole tendcncy on discharge is to dilutr>the electrolyte. 

Specific Gravity. 

Specific gravity is the relation between the weight of an 
equal volume of any substance and the weight of an equal 
yolumc of water at some known temperature. 

The specific gravity of liquidR may be found by means 
of a hydromett'r, which consists of a hollow gll}ss float 

;.!" 
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• weighted with lead, somewhat similar in appparance to a 
thermometer. ' 

In a ve~y <:len~e liquid the hydrometer would not sink so 
deep a~ it would in one of less density, so the tube of the 
i~strument may be graduated and marked in order to 

LeddShot 

/ 

H!::Idrometer 0 

H~drometer 
S!:jrin&e 

FIG. 8. 

indicate the spe'~ific gradty from the height to which it 
sinks when immersed in any liquid. 

To find the specifc gravity of the acid in an open type 
of battery, the hydrometer is placed directly into the 
liquid between the plates, but for determining the specific 
gravity of closed-in and small battel'ies a hydrometer 
syringe is uscd. This is a glass tube containing a small 
hydrometer insidc it. 

t 
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Fig. 8 illustrates the hydrometer and hydrometer ~yringe. 
To use the latter, which can be bought fortabout os., the 
rubber tube fitted to the bottom of the glass, eOl\tainer is 
placed through the vent at the top of the accumulator. 
The rubber ball at the top of the hydroml'ter syringe i~ 
squeezed and released. As the rubber bulb assumes its 
original shape, acid is sucked up into the tube, and the 
small hydrometer within it floats. The specific grayity of 
the acid may be read off from the level indicated on the 
instrument. 

Relation between Specific Gravity and State of .. Charge and 
Discharge. 

It has just been shown that the specific grayity diminishes 
on discharge and if the cell has been correctly treated from 
the commencement there is a certain specific grayity value 
at which a cell can be stated to be discharged completely. ) 

On charge, the specific gravity increases until all the 
accessible sulphate at the + and -- plates is converted into' 
peroxide and spongy lead respectively. At this value the 
specific gravity remains a maximum. 'Vhen the specific 
gravity ceases to rise, therefore, the cell must be fully 
charged, but what the actual value of this specific gravDy ,. 
reading will be, deIlends on the treatment which the battery 
has been previously subjected to, with regard to the addition 
of acid and water. 

Topping UP. 
To make up for evaporation, not actual, spilling of acid, 

water should always be added, so that the electrolyte coyers 
the plates and ensures chemical action all over the plate. 
It should always be added l)eiore charging by means of a 
long.necked glass or lead funnel or small syringe. The 
resulting specific gnvity reading should be taken t hr. after 
the cell has been fully charged, in order to get a true 
indication of tl;le ceIl'" specific gravity. 
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Colour of the Plates. 
The colour 0f the plates is a good indication of the state 

of charge or diRcllarge. Good colour indicates charge; dull, 
dead colour, discharge. 

J Charged. L(·atl peroxide at the + plate is deep chocolate 
bro,,~'P' Spongy lead at the - platc is a metallic grey. 

Discharged. Lead sulphate at both plates reduces the 
difference in the colour, but the + plate is always the 
darker. 

Gassing. 
The acti-pn in the cell 011 charge is primarily the pro

duction of oxygen and hydrogen gases. 'Vhen these 
gases produce. no further peroxide at the + plate and 
spongy lead at the - plate, they are simply given off as 
bubbles, whidl, rising to the surface of the liquid, produce 
t~e appearance called gassing. 

True ga8sing in a cell looked at from above takes place 
in a clear liquid and consists of large hubbIes of gas. 

Sulphated cells gas at all periOlis of charge. This gasl:Iillg 
is in small bubbles and the whole liquid looks milky. Such 
gassing, often accompanied by frothing, must not be con

_. fft-sed with true gassing, which indicates that no further 
chemical action is taking place at the plates. 

No useful result can be obtained by prolonging the charge 
once the cells have been gassing for some little time. 

"Voltage Changes on Charge and Discharge. 
Fig. 9 illustr~,tes the changes which take place in the 

voltage on \>harge and discharge. 
On charge, the v<jltage rises rapidly at first, especially if 

the cell has been left discharged for some time or been 
over-discharged, but after this a steady rise takes place 
for the greater part of the charge, until, when the charge 
is complettl and gassing commences, a quick, final rise 
ensues. 
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On discharge, or even if left standing for a short time 
after charging, the voltag(~ falb rather stef,lply, and then 
shows a slight steady ell-crease until about ,1·8' volts is 
reached. If the battery iB discharged below this value the 
voltage rapidly falls and much harm may be done to thl) 
accumulator. 
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ffour5~ 

FlU. !l. \'OLTAGE \'ARrATIoNS ON CHARGE 

\NV DIHCHAIWE. 

E.M.F. of the Cell. 
Jmlt as the voltage of a simple cell depends upon the 

materiaL" so the E.l\1.F'. of the lead acid cell depends on 
the nature of the plates and the electrolyte. 

The composition of the plates is fixed "respectively on 
charge and discharge, but the Rpecific gravity °bf the elec
trolytc has been shown to change as the.charge or discharge 
continues. Since the KM.Ii'. of the cdl depends on the 
density of tho electrolyte, the E.nI.F. must change according 
to the state of charge or discharge. 

Fig. 10 shom, how the E.}I.F. Yarips with specific gravity 
of the acid. ~ 
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• Diffusion of the Electrolyte. 
It j); tlIp, den~ity of the acid in close proximity to the 

platteR which affects the E.M.F. On charge the concentra
tion of the acid takes place very rapidly near the plates, 
h(,ucc the sudden rise in the E.M.F. CllTn~ in the earlier 
I>tages-.of the charge. 

~ z- / /------,L----i
::; 
~ Z -0 t----+---+ 
(3 
t:: 1·9 

& 1·8 
t:: 
~ '-7 
~ '-6 

) l<j 

I<'lU. 10. RELATIOX BETWEEN SPECH'IC' 

URAVl'l'Y AXD E.M.F. 

\Vhen this lll'll);e acid starts to circulate or diffuse into 
.tIN main body of the electrolyte, the voltage ouly risc:; 
slowly for the whole period of charge. 

Similarly on discharge, the dilution of the acid takes 
place rapidly at first. near the active material, and causes 
a sudden fall in .-oltage to be followpil hy a gradual fall 
:ts diffu~ion throughout the liquid "Pis in. Rate of diffusion 
of elcctrolyte has cYirlently a great deal to do with the 
voltage available at the cell terminals, an(1 will be con
sjderpt\ again in Ow ')ext dwptnJ'. 
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CAP,~CITY 

THE capacity of a battery is the amount of electricity which 
can be obtained from it. It is expressed in ampere hourCl 
(A.h.). 

The capacity in ampere hours is found by multiplying 
the value of the con8tant current taken from t,he lJattery 
by the numbN' of hours it will fmpply this currqlt before its 
voltage drop" to 1,8 volts per cell. 

Thus a battery capable of supplying () A. for 10 hr. con
tinuously hefoI'(1 its voltage drops to 1,8 \' ,I per cell has a 
capaeity of (3 X 10 = (iO A.h. 

This battery should give out 10 A. f()~' (j hr., or 3 A. fJr 
20 hr., but, although tlli,; iF; true theorl'tieally, it is not 
possible in practice. 

Actual and Intermittent Capacity. 
It it-) to be fcared that retailers of accumulators art' 

selling for wireless purposes batteries which have been buJt I 

and labelled for intermittent work for ignition of motor
cycles and cars. There is no deception in this if the actual 
capacity of such batteries for constant dischargt' if; stated 
and not the intermittent discharge capacity. 

The actual capacity of such a battery is only half the' 
intermittent capacity, and wireless enthus)asts should care
fully note what rating the capacity is based upon. The 
capacity of a battery after a little, experience can be 
judged by its size, for there is a great dt'al of differencp 
between the bulk of the plate'S of a 30 A.h. cell and a 
60 A.h. cell. A rough estimate can be formed by allowing 
50 A.h. per sq. ft. of area of positive plate, counting both 
sides of all the,+ plat('s of one cell of tIl(' hattery 
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Capacity and Discharge Rate. 
O-wing to the production of hard sulphate if the cell is 

discharged b010w 1·8 V., it is not advisable to exceed this 
limit. The voltmetpr reading should always be taken with 
r.orma! discharge current flowing, or the value indicated 
will re high and useless. 

If a cell is discharged at a heavy ratp, its voltage dropR 
quickly to this minimum value, and it will be found on 
multiplying the amperes and hours obtained, that the ca
pacity is less than the ampere houn; available, if the cell is 
discharged at a lower current ratc for a possible longer time. 

To Ray that the capacity of a cell is 60 A.h. therefore iR 
somewhat useless, unless the ampt're rate or hour rate of 
discharge is swted. If the discharge rate of such a cell is 
Rtated to be 6 A., it is known that this cell will discharge 
(\A. for 10 hr., or !f it is statE'd that this cell has a capacity 
of 60 A.h. at the 10 hr. rate of discharge, it is known that 
fj A. can be obtained for this length of time. 

The maximum rates of charge and discharge are fixf'd 
by the makers according to the type of plate and SIZC, 

considered on a basis of life and efficiency . 

. Cctpacity and Quantity of Active Material. 
Rincc the production of pkctricity depends on the chem

ical action taking place, it followR that th£' capacity of a 
cell mUflt depcnd directly upon the amount of aetive mak
rial on the plateR, whieh can aetually be acted upon by th8 
acid. The size of the plates and their thickllPs8, therefore, 
dE'termine largd.i thp capacity of the cl'l1. 

Capacity and Diffusion of the Electrolyte. 
A minimum yoltagc of 1·8 V. is the limitation to the 

capacity of a cell. The ,mdden fall in voltage of a cell on 
being discharged hp[tvily is due to the r..tpicl dilution of tIl!' 
acid ltt the surface of the l)lates. Difiuflion not being abl(\ 
to take .place as rapidly as the acid weaheus, a fall in 
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voltage results. In such a case there may be plenty of 
active material left unacted upon, but the' acid ,in contact 
-with it is weak, and further chemical actiof.l is impossible. 
If such a battery is allowed to rest, diffusion sets in, more 
acid is supplied, chemical action commences again, amI> a 
further discharge is possible. ... 

Capacity and Porosity of Active Material. 
The acid and active material must be m contact to 

produce clectricity. Large plate areas are therefore more 
suitable for temporary heavy discharges, whilst thick pasted 
plates are more suitable for low discharges of long duration. 
Discharge results in the production of sulphate, and natur
ally this is first produced at the surface of the plates. ThiR 
sulphate covers up the active material, making the plate 
less porous, and prevents the acid getting to the actiiTe 
material yet unaltc>red beneath. It is advisable, there
fore, to have the active matprial in as porous a condition 
as possible, and varioml makers add graphite, magnesium 
fmlphate, etc., to the paste to improve this quality. 

Capacity and Density of the Electrolyte. 
r) 

A certain quantity of acid is necessary to bring about a' 
certain amount of chemical action. 

This :wtion takes place more vigorously, the more dem;p, 
the acid. The voltage also depends upon the specific gravity , 
of the electrolyte. Why, therefore, is the specific gravit:; 
chosen for various types of cells limitf'd to the val ups giv('n 
below? " 

'TyjJe of Cdl. 

Car Starting with wood separator.-; 
Batteries with threaded rubber s{'jlHrators 
Batteries in celluloid cas{'s , 

S1)rci.t1.(· Gmcity 'cliclt 
Fully Cha.rged. 

I· 290--1';)00 
1·270-}·27;') 
J·245-}-250 

There are several reasons for these values. If the density 
is too high, the acid attacks the grids and separ~tors. It 
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causes sulphation. Although the resistance decreases with 
increased dens:'ty up to a certain point, beyond this it rises 
again. 'Th(i density chmwn, therofore, is a compromise 
which giVl'S the best rpsults under the conditions of voltage, 
<'tf1pacity, resistance, and safety required for the various 
uses.,) 

Capacity and Temperature. 
Chemical action takes place more vigorously at higher 

tE'mperatures, and the resistance abo decreases with in
creaRcd temperature. 

ApparenUy it, is better to work thc battery at a high 
temperaturl'. At high templ'ratUl'es, howcv('l', the acid 
attacks tho gr\ps, terminal posh" and wooden separators. 
It changes the pmlte into sulphate even if the battery is 
not "working." This sulphation i" always accompanied 
by expansion of the paste, l'Rpecially at the + plates, and 
results in buckled and cracked grids. It is not adYisabk, 
therefore, to work batteries above 100° :F. This tempera
ture limits the charging rate of any battery, ho\H,ver large. 

Capacity therefore depends ehipfiy on

Discharge rate. 
Size and type of battery. 
Amount and density of acid. 
Temperature. 



CHAPTER, VI 

MODERN ACCU)!ULATORS 

ALL types of batteries, whether for wireless, car starting and 
lighting, or vehicle work, consist of the following parts--

Soparators. Plates. 
1·~lectrolytE'. 
Containers. 

Bottom blocks. 
Connect.ing bars anril'osts. 

Covers. 
Connectillg Rtntl'~' 
Case. 

Plates. ., 
These will usually be found to be of the lraurc or pasted 

t.ype, though occasionally Plante or solid pOi3itivL's are used, 
owing to thpir more rohust construction. 

Electrolyte. 
Acid received direct from the manufacturers ha,; a specific 

grc1vity of 1·835. This is often diluted to a value of 1,400, 
which value ha,s again to be further diluted by the battery 
attendant to the correct density required for the particular 
t,ype and condition of battery under treatnwnt, hy the 
addition of distilled water. 

The following values of specific gravity are thos0 used for 
the various purpm;cs indicated·-

\Vireloss and portabl" hat,t,ories 
generally . 

Car starting and lighting 
Vehicle. 

Containers. 

Fllily Cha"UI'd. 

j • :!45-1';l50 
j·:!\)()-l·;WO 
!·;lOO ·1-:1,)0 

.J 

1·1 :;0 
\'[.50 
I·LiO 

These are made ot vulcanized rubber, celluloid, or glasR. 
The former is chiefly employed for car service, whilst the 
transparent containers, especially of the glass type, are 
imperior for wit'clcs~ and portable types generally. 

38 
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Separat&rs. 
These are nJadc of specially treated wood, perforated 

rubbpr 0; ccl.luloid, or rubber fabric made porous by the 
addition of cotton threads . 
• The importance of easy diffusion of the electrolyte on the 
capa~ty of the battery has been emphasized. Such diffu
sion through the separators takes plaee by direct move
ment through the perforations, or by capillary action 
through the fibres of wood or cotton. In addition to 
separating the plates and preventing Rhort circuits, the 
separators are Rpecially designed to strengthen the plates, 
and especia!'ly to pnwpnt aetive matprial falling from the 
positive grids. 

Wooden sepr.'ators must never be allowed to dry. They 
are always kept in water after heing manufactured . .. 
Bottom Blocks. 

These are raised ribs, either fitted in the bottom of the 
jar or made with the jar itself. They carry the plates, 
hold them in position, and the pockets between them form 
a receptacle for the collection of the sludge produced by 
slJ.edding of active matnrial from the plates . 

Connecting Bars and Posts. 
A cell generally consists of several positive plates burnt 

, together to one connecting bar, and several negative plates 
likewise joined together by a common bar. When the unit 
consists of RevpraJ platps, tlH're iR alwaYfi one more negative 
plate than p.,sitive, to produce nqual working of all sidps of 
the positive platps.. Tlw outside plates arC', therefore, 
always negatives. An upward extension from each con
necting bar formH the terminal post or pillar. This passeR 
through the cover of the cell and enali»les the cell to be 
conI)ected to the mains, or individual cells in series with 
one another, to form a battery. 

-1 5444~ 
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External Connecting Straps. 
The bars connecting the positive post of lone c,ell to the 

negative of the next across the top of the co&[er are made 
of kad castings of very ,;olid construction, especially in the 
case of starting batteries, which have to carry very heavy 
currents. 

Covers. 
These are generally of nllcanized rubber for sealed-in 

batteries. Their duty is to prevent the spilling of acid, 
pxclusion of dirt., allow easy escape of gas, provide room for 
the expam,ion of tho Plectrolyk, easy acces'! for adding 
wat!'r or acid, and for testing purposes. They naturally 
vary in design aC'cording to the make of cell 

Cases. 
The jars or container~ for CHl" work are carried in a casp, 

usua,lly of hard wood specially ehoscil and seasoned. After 
being substantially madC' , th('Y are treated with acid
resisting paint, handles and lids fit,kd, etc., for convenience. 

CAE BAT'l'EHIER 

Thpse are used for ignition, lighting and starting, and f8r 
such auxiliaries as the horn, foot-,mrmer_c. 

The type of battery rC'quired clqwndH C'lltirely on the usc 
for which it is intrnclecl. 

Starting batteries must he specially manufacturrd fe.' 
giving C'xces<;ive currents for short pC'riodQ 

•• 

Thr voltages used are from 6 to 12 usudly, and the 
following examplC' of an Exide battr:ry used for all car 
purposes will illmMate the possibilities of such a battery. 
The type of which particulars arc giwn ill the table on the 
next page is spccirJIly designed for Rolls-Royce cars. 

The charging current may he incrpasecl to four times 
normal yalue ,undl'l' runnillg conditions of car. 
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In ordPfing a battpry for car use, it is ~visable to givp 
make of car, ab'special tvpps of batteries have been designed 
to suit standard car r('(iuircment8. :,' 

~o 0.: ~ 

k~f 
to 
.J 
'0 
;... 

."_.!.~ 
:"';;;:-1 

l~ ~7 .\.11. 

_,:t· ST.\RTIXO. 
s.::;; .-

ir:s~ -~--.- -----.-~ :: ~o ~ 

~~,~ 
':..t __ 

~.=~ ClllT('lIt giVPIl out COIl~ 

" [ 
tiIl1l01l'::ly for 

)Iill. I \lill.1 )fill.1 ~Iill. 
;, I \() 20 :HI 

IH"'\'i I:m.\., ~;;·\·170A. 

..~--'---_'_-

7.\. 100 

II 

II 

J.WHTl:;(1. 

Diseharr;!p CUlTPllt 
contiunow;;ly fnr 

Hr. 
:n 
::.\ . 

All such batteries, unkss otherwise ordered, are Reut out, 
uncharged and.unfilled with acid, and rr'quire strict adher
ence to the instructions issued as regardR specific gravity 
of acid to be added, charging current., and duration of firRt 
c'large, if the state~ capacity of the battery is to be att.ained 
and maintained later. 

GENEHAL TREATMENT OF CAR BATTlmy. 

The battery is the most useful part of the car auxiliarieR, 
but, owing to the quietness with which it accepts bad 

• t~at.ment, it rarely gets the attention it so thoroughly 
deserves and so adequately repays. 

" 'Vhat it can do depends upon what has been done to 
it," is a slogan which is wpIl worth hearing in mind with 
regard to the treatment of ear and any other type of battE'ry • 
• 
Starting. 

Instead 0' being cranked by hand from the frout, a 
battery is used to r~n an electric motor, which turns the 
engine until it runs under its own power. 

Take all preliminary precautions before pushing down 
the starting switch, just as you would i~ you were going to 
have to eTank in front of the car by hand. 

Startillp by battery is really so easy that-no thought is 
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given to the battery which t,hc switch controls. Switch off 
as soon as the engine starts to run, the bat)tery if; to st,art 
the engine not to propel the car. 

When starting up cold, Rwitch on petrol, flood carburettor, 
and do all to relieve the battery under such eondition~. 
The battery will do its utmost to start it, but t,he lj,eavy 
discharges required under extreme circumstances do the 
battery no good. 

To obtain condition of battery, take voltmeter reading 
with lamps alight, and do not discharge below 1·8 volts per 
cell with battery discharging. 

See that the battery case is fixed tightly," to prevent 
broken connections, and leaky jars duo to exoessive bump
ing. Keep battery COYeT, terminals and ~case dean by 
rubbing with rag dipped in soda and watcr. Con'r ter-
minals with vaseline to prevent corrosiCiu. " 

Test depth of electrolyte by inserting a piece of glass tubn 
through filling vent until it tOllches the tops of the plates. 
Close upper end of tube by thumb, lift out tube, and the 
height of liquid in it indicates the level of tho electrolyte 
above the platt's. It should be ,} to 1 in. If the depth is 
not enough, fill up with distilled water to the correct level. 

If the battery discharges on open circuit" it may be a'ue 
to a short circuit or earth on the system. An ammeter 
connected near the battery in the main circuit would 
indicate such a leakage. 

The battery should be left fully charged after a run. , 
Test the voltage with lights on, and charge if neeesRary 

before switching off. 
TeRt specific gravit,y once per week hy syringe hydJ'omnter 

half an hour after giving the battery a full charge, as 
indicated by yoltmeter. 

'The specific gray,ity should be 1·290-!·300 fully charged. 
" ,,' " 1·200-1·250 partly charged. 

1·150 and less. discharged. 

The voltage of each cell of the battery should, be tested 
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separately. "\ luW voltage reading <Llld the failure of the 
specific gJ'ayjty tu rise as the chal'gt' pruceedl'l is <L sign of 
internal Sh01'- circuit. [{,eplace all acid in the eell when 
ta1cing gravity readings and do not spill on bars and cover. 
:pf acid is spilled wipe it off with a cloth dipped in K()(b and 
wate. or ammonia. 

The temperature should not rise above 100° F. If it 
does the battery is being overcharged or e1mrged. at exec,.;· 
sive rates, or is badly sulphated and needs attention. 

Continual need. for addition of water indicatcH a leaky 
jar. Do not add water on a cold. night ju::;t, lwfore kaving 
the car, or~ since the water iH not mixed with tlw aeid 
below, it might freeze and crack the jarc;. Water should. 
always be add~l just previous to charging or during gassing 
to ensure diffusion. It is only after such thorough mixing 
~at a true indication of the specific gravity can be obtained. 
The table below gives the temperatures at which acid of 
various specifie gravities freezes--

• 

Specific Uravity oj Acid. 
['OO(J 
[·050 
I· 11)(1 

[·140 
1·150 
1·170 
'·:200 
1·250 
1·;300 

jr'rf:t:::itlu'1'r::tupel'ailUt:. 

:32 0 F. 
26° F. 
18° F. 
12° F. 
5° _F. 
(J"F. 

-- I i" F. 
OOD F. 

_ H5° bl
• 

, In fruc;ty I\"('ather kl'ep the Lattery charged to maintain 
the density as high at) possible. 

Treatment of l1attery when car is laid up iH fully described 
in Chapter X, page llO . 

• 
WIRELEiSS BATTERIES 

Low TENSION BATTlmIEs. 

These are used on valvl) receiving s~ts to light up the 
filament and so maintain a constant temperature in the 
bulb. ~ • 
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Some of the latest batterie,; fur tili" pur"llose consist of 
,;ingle cells having one thick positivt' plate and (-me thick 
negative. The cells are designed to work on lo"w discharges 
for long periods and are guarantec(l 10 stand for months 
when not in URP, without injury. " 

" 

How to Select a Low Tension Battery for a Wireless Valve Set. 
The voltage required for one valve is the same as for 

any number of similar valves, since these are worked ill 
parallel, and the value can only he determined from thp 
particulars supplied with the special valve ·Jused. Thl' 
voltage required varies from 0·8 to (3 volts, according to 
the type of valve. ,~ 

The number of cells to be cOlllwekd in series to give the 
voltage required is as fo11ows---

')J 

up to 2 volts pl'r vaIn' lise 1 cell 
From 9 o) 2 cells _--:l 

" 3--5 
" 

3 

" 
5-{5 

" " 
4 

" 
The current taken per filament also varies with the type 

of valve and must be obtained from the makers. It vari~'E 
from O'O{5 to 0·75 A. per "alve. 

The total current required from the battery will increase 
proportional to the number of valves used, being the sum 
of tlw currents taken by each valve. 

Thus, three valves taking 0·8 A. per valve will require [i" 

fliseharge current of 3 X O'S = 2·4 A. '" 
'I) 

Capacity of Battery. 
The capacity required will depend on the current neces

sary for the val yes :-,nd the hours of use between charges. 

Example of Calculations. 
Suppose the~ set has three valves, eaeh taking '·))·7 A. at. 
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5 V., and it is (\esired to recharge battery weekly, using it 
4 hr. per rJ.ay . 

• 
Total volts = Voltage of one valve = 5 

• :. No. of cells in series = 3 

Tota' current= No. of valves X 0·7 = 3 X 0'7 = 2·1 A. 

Total hours of discharge required hetween charges 

= 4 X 7 = 28 hr. 

Total cap~city in ampcre hours required 

= 2·1 X 28 = 60 A.h., approx. 

The capacitlof each cell must be 60 A.h. and have a 
discharge rate of at least 2t A., and three such cells con
n~ted in series ",HI be requircd to provide the voltage. 
If bought in one ca,;e, the battery would be marked-

Actual Capacity.-60 A.h. Voltage, 6-8. Discharge 
current (probably), 2-4 A. 

HIGH TENSION BATTERIES . 

• ~o secure suceessful operation of the valve, a constant 
high potential must be maintained between plate and 
filament. 

Accumulators are now made to fulfil this service, which 
only require charging once in six months. They are con
t~ined in glass cases, which pnable the plates to be readily 
inspected and th~ acid level to be checked and corrected. 

The batter~es are made up in 24 V. sections, with tapping 
connections at 12 V'! points. Any desired voltage can be 
obtained by connecting sections in series. 

The normal charging current is about .i A. They are sent 
out already charged and only require ~lling with acid to 
be ready for service, though a finishing charge should be 
given during the first month of use. • 
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Care of Wireless Batteries. 
Since the containers are transparent, the ~re:rt,ment of 

these high tension and low tension batterics is much more 
simple and satisfactory than that of the sealed in, opaqu~ 
variety. 

Charged conditions are shown by i:ltcady voltage rea;'l.ings 
of 2·5--2·6 V. per cell, good colour of the plates, constant 
specific gravity of 1·245-1·250 and free gassing. 

Voltage readings must be takcn with the current flowing, 
and should never be allowed to fall below 1·8 per cell. 



CHAPTEl{, . VII , 
BATTERY CHARGING 

THE !lipply from which the charging current is obtained 
must be direct current (D.C.) or rectified alternating current 
(A.C.). Alternate current direct from the mains will not 
charge a battery. 

, The polarity of tlw baitery terminal:,; -I or -- will be found 
\ marked on ~he top Ol' the side of the container. 'fhe olle 

Supply Ma ins 
+ 

Np$ative of Battery 
to Negativp of 

Supply. 

~ FIG. II. CELLS CONNEeTED IN SEItIES }'Olt CHAIWING. 

marked + must be connected to the positive terminal of 
the supply, and the one marked - must be connected to 
the negative terminal of the supply. 
"Fig. II illustrates the connections uecessary for correct 
charging. ' ., 

DETERMINIij"G POLARITY OF BATTERY 
TERMINALS 

If by any means the determining marks of the battery 
have been lost or obliterated, the pos"itive and negative 
plates can easily be identified and the + and - terminals 
determi~d by the following tests. 

47 
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1. Colour of Plates. 

Charged or rli~charged, the + plateR are "]w,,v,.; much 
darker in colo,lr than the - plates. 

2. Nttmber of Plates per Group. 

If one set of plates contains one '~~ore plate tha(\ the 
other, the group having th" outKide plates is the negative 
group. 

DETERMINING THE POLARITY OF HUPPLY 
TERMINALS 

'. The polarity of the mains is rarely indicated ill any "vay. 
The practice of using red covered wires for + mains and 
black for - mains used to be more or less pr1lValent, but at 
any time this indication could not be relied upon. 

'fhe following methods of determining the polarit.y of tl~ 
supply terminals have been selected for simplicity, and, 
with ordinary care, can be adopted with perfect safety-

Methods. 

1. Voltmeter. 4. Water test. 
2. .l\.mmeter. 5. Potato test. 
3. Compass needle. 

Fig. 12 illustrates the first four of the above tests in one 
diagram. 

Most voltmeters and ammeters for use on D.C. circuits 
have their terminals marked + or -. The left-hand te'::;' 

, minal is usually +, and in any case could"be marked once 
for all when purchasing, or at some other con"enient time. 
If the instruments are connected up v,l;rongly, the pointer 

. tends to move in the wrong direction. 

Voltmeter Test. ., 
Connect the voltmeter, which should be capable of 

reading the ft.11 main's voltage across the suppl}' mains, 
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as "llOwn in the ~gUT'e, so that it I'eads in the right direction. 
The termiQal of the supply cOllllected to the + terminal of 
the instrumen't is the + terminal of the mains. 

Am.meter Test. 
Comect a lamp, or group of lamps, of main's voltage in 

series with an ammeter across the mains. Do not omit the 

Voltrneter 

Compass under 
Wire 

(J) 

CD~ 
z 

(1 I-{ 

j:rG. 12. TESTS FOR J)ETER~IINING THE POLARITY OJ-' SUPPLY 
:\IAIN';. 

I 

lamps or the ammeter will be damagl'd. If the ammeter 
reads the wrong way on switching on, reverse the con
nections at its terminals. The main connected to the + of 
~ instrument is the + main. 

Compass Needle Test. 
Obtain a small p~cket compass. One can be obtained 

for 6d. at any of the sixpenny stores now so prevalent in 
large towns. Usually its North Pole is marked blue, or 
is pointed like the tip of an arrow, but this must be verified. 
Determine the true North direction from the South position 
of.the SU'i at mid-day. ' 
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Note the setting of the compass needle when he-Id in the 
hand. The end which points to the North is the North 
end of the needle. • 

Join up a bank of lamps by means of fairly long leads to 
the main supply to be testeu. Place the compass neeclle 
on bench or table; hold one of the connecting,. wires 
directly above the centre of the compass. The neeule will 
turn in a particular direction and set at right angles to the 
conductor. Now place the right haud flat on the wire, 

~ --: .. -__ -_-.---- • 

• 
-----.-~ 

~ Ledd·· ~ "·-Lead /'/,,,," 1 "-- .. ~.' 0 Plate 
~- ~_ '00 _ 0 

V t· _-,?o 0 

ACidulated $~ .. ,~~; 
Welter '-..... - ,'~ ~ 

FIG. 13. 'rESTING POLARITY OF SliPl'LY MAIN". 

• 

with the palm facing the ncedle, in such a way that ttlC~ 
outstretched tvumb points to the North end of the compass. 
The fingers will then be pointing along the wire and indicat
ing the dirpction of flow of the current. The fingers there
fore point to tue - terminal of the supply, since the current 
flows out from the + terminal. ,J' 

• 
Water Test. 

Fig. 13 illustrates this simple test in.uetail. 
Wire up a lamp, or group of lamps, and connect one of 

the two leads to one supply terminal. Connect a separate 
piece of cable to the other supply terminal. To the two 
free ends of cable, one from the lamps and the other from 
a main, connl!ct two strips of clean lead. Obtai~ a jar of 
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water, slightly Ilcidulated by a few drops of accumulator 
acid. Pla,pe the two strips of lead into t.he jar of water. 
The lamps wi:! light up and bubbles of gas will be given off 
from b9th pieces of metal, but at one the gas is produced in 
'much greater quantities. 

Thi. strip is connected to the negative t.erminal of the 
supply. Now examine the plate at which the smaller 
quantity of gas is given off and it will be found to have 
turned dark brown, like the positive plate of a battery. 
This plate is connE'ctcd to the positive terminal of the 
'mpply. 

Potato Test. 
'Vith exactly' the Rame connections as in the previous 

test, take t,he two copper cables from lamps and supply 
mains respectively and stick them, a small distance apart, 
ilrto a raw potato. ' The current passing through the potato 
between the two ends of the wireR acts electrolytically, and 
a green copper deposit takes place on the wire which is 
connected to the positive of the surply. 

CONNECTION OF CELLS 

.A cell consists of one + plate or connected group of -+-
I plates, and one - plate or connected group of -- plates with 
its electrolyte and container. 

Series. 
~ Cells are usually connected in series, as indicated in 
}1'lg. 11, forming?, battery. 

The total J-oltage of such grouping is tlw sum of all the 
\-oltages of thc individual cells. 

The same current~ flows through each cell or battery no 
matter what its voltage or its capacity in this grouping. 

Parallel. o 

Equal voltages or numbers of cells could also be connectpd 
in parall"l and the cu.crent of the circuit will split up, part 
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flowing through one group and part through tIle other, 
according to their size. This is useful wJ1pn the charging 
current is too lalge for some cells, Hincc two oOr ~or(\ series 
groups of equal nJltage can bo oonnected in parallel, as 
shown in Fig. 14, and indiTiliually take a low(1r chargiltg 
current than t,hat flowing in the main circuit. ... 

Th(1 Rum of the currents flowing through each serie,; grou p 
tImH eOllnncteu in pal'aJld must equal tho total current in 
the main oireuit. \ 

\. 

6A + 

• 

FIG. l~. EQUAl,-voT/rAGI, BA'l'TERIE~ C'O:SSECT]:;]) 11> 

PAHAJ,LEL. 

Such parallel grouping of cells as indicat('d in the figu~e 1 

is rardy convenient in practice. 'Vhcre eircuits of, say, 2, 
4, and (j A. are required, it iii better to have three separat,{l 
eharging boards or a board as illustratE'd in Fig. 21, p. (jfi . 

• :J 

;\1B:THODS OF CHARGI~G 
On first receiving a battery to charge, noee its gCllPral 

eondition if tlll' plates arp yi;-;ible, and. in any case top up 
with distilled water to about, 1 in. above the tops of th~ 
plates previous to charging. 

Note the charging rate, as indicated on the maker's 
label, and as far as possible comply with thiR. 

Give the cu.,tomer a duplicate tag, and fix a si~lilar olle 
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to the _- terminal of the battery. At the present time 
there is far too ~much swopping ~nd changing of batterips 
at small lJcal'dlarging stationf', nften quit,e unconsciously 
on t,he part of th" attendant, and in Illany cases due to 
tl~ t'fforts of unscrupulous r.ustomf'rs to obtain a good 
excha~ge. 

General Charging Methods. 
There are two principal methods adopted III charging 

batteries. 
1. Constant potcntial l1wt,hod. 
2. COllsta~t CUtT('nt method. 
The voltage of a fully chargt:'d cell is about, 2·6 V. In 

the constant po~ential method, an aVE'ragn voltage of about 
2·4-2·5 V. pE'r c(>11 is allowed, ana this is appliE'rl to the 
battery immE'rliately it is placed on charge. 

'rhis results in a hig rl1sh of current and charges thp, 
battery in much less time than the constant current 
method usually E'mployed. It is rart:'ly arlopted except for 
boosting cha,rges of large vehicle batteries, whE'fO time is 
of importance. 

The constant current method consists in maintaining a 
.cctlstant current through the hattery until the full charged 
condition is reached. This is the method considered in full 
in the following pages, 

SERIES METHOD OJ!' CHARGING 

"in the series method the current must he tlw same in 
all part,s of the -circuit. On small charging equipmentf'< 
where this s)'stem is used, and it is practically the only 
method known in spch estahlishment~, cpUs of all typ<'s 
and capacitiC's are connected togetlwr in thc same seril':' 
group and charged at thc same rat!'. 

Batteries of diffcrent types and capacit~s require different 
charging currents. ?l1:aintaining the correct. current for the 
smaller ceps entails a long period of charg!', p"rhaps useleRs 
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and even damaging undercharge for the larger cells. In the 
vain attempt to strike an impossible medfum, the smaller 
cells are invariably overcharged and often minecl by being 
literally boiled to death. 

Various types of eharging equipments will be describ"d 
later by means of which cells of different capacitie41, and 
in various st,ates of charge may be treated in the manner 
demanded for efficient and correct service. 

Principles Underlying Series Methods of Oharging. 
Series charging simply consists in puttin~ a lamp, or 

parallel group of lamps, of the same voltage as the supply 
mains in series with the battery or group of batterif's 
connected in series. .' 

An ammeter in the return main indicates the current 
taken by each and all of the cells. This current is vari.?,d 
by switching on or off the lamps in the circuit. Any 
number of batteries may thus be charged, so long as the 
total voltage of the cells does not exceed the main's voltage, 
in ",-hich case thc batt,cries would discharge into the 
mams. 

.' Effect 01 the Number of Batteries on the Ourrent Allowed to" 
Pass Through the Lamps. 

A 32 c.p. carbon lamp on a 100 V. circuit allow" about 
1 A. to flow. .\ 

If 10 cells, each having It voltage of 2·5, and therefor:;'a 
total voltage of 25, were put in series with Huch a lamp, 
thp, voltage at the lamp's tprminaIR would on'ly bC' 100 - 25 
-~ 75 V. Naturally, this would not" RPnd 1 A. through 

the lamp, but probably only l A. 
If 20 cells, having a total voltage of 50, were connected 

in series with 8mh a lamp, the lamp would only get 
100 - 50 = 50 V. of the 100 V. of th~"upply, and about 
2 A. would fililw through the circuit. 
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It is not cormet, therefore, to say that one 32 c.p. lamp 
allows 1 .4,. to flow in a charging circuit of 100 V. The 
;wtual current depends on the number of cells in series 
with the lamp. 

'In this system of charging, however, the required value 
of the. charging current is known, the ammeter indicates 
the actual current flowing, and the operator simply switches 
on more lamps at the charging board, until he gets the 
dl:'sired current. 

There is no nepd, therefore, to dwell further upon the 
question as ~o how much current roally would flow with 
6, 12, 18, or any othor number of cells in the circuit . 

• Charging Table. 

:rhe table below· gives the approximate currents which 
th'e lamps of various wattages and candle powers allow to 
flow at the voltages indicated. 

Increased current is obtained by switching on more 
lamps. 

The current values given may be taken as being approxi. 
mj-tely correct when the total voltage of the batteries in 

'series equals t of the main's voltage. The values given 
must bfl halvet:i if tho total hattery voltage equals t of 
the main's voltage. 

• If the battery voltages approximately equal t of the 
main's voltage, the current wiB only be about t the values 
giv\:m in the table. , 

C'-RBOS .LA)IPS. :IIETAJ, LA}IPS; 

Ampere. I :?5v.1 50v.IIOO-EOV.I:?'OO-~30V.lb5 V.150 V. i100-120V.lzOO-230V. 

-II 'I I 8"'1"1' J()C·I>·I:I: II 15w·'I' 25w.,1 50W. 
So.p 16e.p. 32r.p. 25\\'. 50W. lOOW. 

1 6~.P 16e.p. 3~r.J).! 60c.p. 125W . 60W" .lOOW. 200W. 
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, VALUE OF RESISTANCE COILS TOOBE PUT TN 
PLACB OF 'rilE LAMPI' 

.
4CCU

lIfULATOR CHARGIN(; 

------~---~---- ----------------- ,_______---~ 
CuR,","" 25 V, I 50 V, " l"'-liO V, '! 200-230>, 

--~--------/--------.-__----~---
Ampere.! Ohrus. I Oh.mR. I Ohms. I I ObJlls.' 

i 100 200 I 400-480 I 800-920 
t 50 100 200-240 400-460 
I , 25 I 50 I 100-120 I 200-230 

-------------~----- ---------------~----------------- ----._-- -

CHARGING BATTERIES AT HOME 

Th, i"'".,ion of a "mall battery in any llgbting oi"uH 
make. pmetioally no mffm'enoe to the on""ot P"",ing, and 
consequently thp illumination is in no \I ay altered. Thp 
cost of charging a battery under such conditions thereforp 
;, nil, if 'neb lamp' a" "'Od fo, ;Uumio,Ung pmp"'" "N'" 
the battery ;. hcing ob"ged, Sin," a "at by can be 
oh"'g,d fo, a thn, and then .witohed off, and the eb"'go 
completed later when convenient, wireless amateurs natu_ 
'ally wi.h t~ eh.,go tbo;, own battenea from the homo mains if electricity is installed. 

Thi. ;, not always with an idea to economy, but i. often 
caused by many useless visits to the charging station, an i 
th, '""PPOinting "'Balt, whieh fl'equ'ntly am pmdno",' there. 

'rhe",;. f.,. ow,," knowledge 'Oqu;'ed, howevee, to oboeg, 
a batt",'Y OO"",,,y than ,hnply oonnoeting it in tho 'ight 
way to the mains, and the self-charger should studY'''thp 
hIfoematio

n 
g;von ;n oth" part. of tho ""ok on UPkeep and 

maintenance; provide himself \lit,h a hydrometer, ther
nometo" and voltmet'" ff he de"i,,, to koop hi, batteey 
11 good and efficient condit.ion. 

onnection to Or:Iinary Lighting Circuit. 

The 'impleat PO';tion in a han," fo, conneeting tbe 
ttery to Mo Supply is at a switch. 



• 
The ill"t trung 10 do ;, to lind th, polarity of th, 'ermll 

at the switch. This is done by switching off, remov 
'OV", of "rit'h, and fAAt'ning two wi"" ,ith" ben" 

\ 

Batter!} 017 
Char:s;c 

P1(;. Iii. CO'fX~;CTIOX OF RATTERY T() ORDIX.\HY 

J.rr;wrrsn SWITrn FOE{ CHA IH;rSG 

tho 'Oro"" in the 'o'k'" oont"", 01 the 'wit,h '0 which the 
nain cables are connected, or to the switch contacts. 

PI"", the endx of these nir" into a tumble, 01 acidulated 
"'er an ineh 0, '0 apart. Th. lamp. ';11 at onee light 
p. The wire at whieh the bubbl" oom. of! ,\,o,t "'adily connecte(~ to I·he - terminal of the switf1h ~L., • 
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" 
for future reference the + and - termil\lals of the switch. 
They will never change. " 

Thp battery may now be connected t~ the same two 
wires as wpre used for the polarity test, the + of the battpry 
being conncekd to the + of the supply, and the negalive 
to the negati-n~. The lamps will light up as SOo~'l. as the 
battery is connected, as the latter really takes the place 
of the switch ih;olf. Fig. 15 illustrates the arrangement 
described. 

The dangpr of ;mch a connection lies in the fact that " 
someone may c]mle the switch as mmal, w~~h the battE'ry 

Mains 

+ 

L.amps 
I 

T~-pinP/ug 

. " ~, J 
Two~wa!lSwitch L.±j~~ -

and Socket Battery 

FIG. 16, I'lAFETY CIIARGI~G DEVICE FOlt "HOME" USE 

on chargp. This would immediately short circuit the ba~tE'ry 
through the switch, anrl~probably ruin it. ) 

A much safer mdhod of charging small batteries from 
the home supply is to disconnect an ordinary Rwitch and 
replace it by a "two~way and socket" arrangement qf 
switch, as illustrated in Fig. 16. . 

The battery in this case is connectf'd to thc two J:''ii.s or . . 
plugR, one of which i~ larger than the f1thcr, to 8nsure 
corrp('t connrction at the socket. 

\Vhen fitting this ,""itch and sdcket arrangeml'nt, tl1P 
polarity of the mains mnst be tpsted, and thl' mains so 
r:onnected to the switch tE'rminals that the larger socket 
is made the + terminal. 

With the switch in the top contacts, the lights only are 
in circuit'; with the switch in the bottom JOlltacts the 
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battery is In serie~ with the lights. The lights can only be 
switched off with the battcry plugs withdrawn and the 
switch in th~ b~ttom contacts. 

This arrangement prevents all danger of short circuiting 
the .battery, whilst the connection of battery to the switch 
is simpl~, easy, and !lot detrimental to the normal operation 
of th.; switch. 

A 

20Amp. 
Fus~s 

+ 

• 

.~----+--------------------------------~ 

•• To 8attery 
FIG. 17. SDH'LE L.DIP KIIEOWI.".-\'l' CrLH{(HNO BOAln> 

The current takeu, by the batt.ery will be that taken by 
t~lC lamps which are \lluminated 'when the battE'ry is con
nected in the cirr;uit. Its value can be found by adding 
up U/e wattages of ~hese lamps, as indicatE'd on the bulbs, 
and dividing bJ• the ;,;upply pressure ill yoltii. 

SIMPLE CHAR~ING BOARD FOR SERIES 
CIRCUIT 

Parallel Grouping of Lamps. 
Fig. 17 illustrates the actual wiring of lamps and switches 

for a chargivg board which will givp CUl'I'E'nts varying from 
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LA. to 12 A., in step;; of L A. for several bljtterie;; 'cUlUlected 
in series. 

The current available from aily particulltr l~lllp circuit 
would decrease as the number of batteries was increased, 
but instead of the 32 c.p. lamp;; used, which normally allow 
1 A. to flow on 100 V. circuit, larger candle-powet lamp;; 

r--.---------------------------------------------

A 

+ 
To Battery 

FIG. 18. "VIRE HH:EO;;TAT CHARGING BO.Htn 

eould be inserted if desired to maintain the eUlTent w~h a 
large number of batteries in circuit. • 

The ammeter would in any case indica\,\) the charging 
eurrent, and this is the indication w,hich would be noted, 
and not the number of lamps or ;;witches which were on. 

Parallel Gronpina of Wire Rheostats. 
Fig. 18 illustrates a group of resistance coils used instead 

of the lamp~ in the previous (liagram. 
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The resistance'\Of each coil is found by dividing the supply 
voltage by the current required in each case . 

• 
ResiBtance of coil 

• J '. 
:l 

ti 

IOU 
to allow 1 A. to flow = - 1 

:!A . 
100 
-2 

:lA. --
100 
3 

tL\. 
100 
-6-

100 ohms 

50 

~ 331 

lti~ 

These coil~ must be of suthcieut length to give the 
required resistance and of sufficient cross-section to carry 
the current whi&h will flow through them without over
heating. 

From mauufactuI~rs' tables, the size and length of Beacon 
resistance wire required has been found to be~-

No. I (Joil 45 yd. No. 22 

50 19 

45 " 18 

ti " 50 " 15 

" "'he connecting wires to switches, coils, main supply, and 
battery terminals should be big enough to carry, say, 20 A. 
No. 7/22 S.W.G. will do for this. 

• Fuses should always be inserted in the battery circuit of, 
say, 150 per cent full-load value. They should be con
nec~ed on the battery side of the main switch, so that, with 
the switch out,. th~ terminals will be dead and safe to touch 
in case the fuses blow and need replacing. 

~ 

Series Wire Rheostat. 
Fig. 19 illustrates the connection of a J'heostat in which 

all the coils are in circuit to give the lowest current. Higher 
value,; are obtained by cutting out coils, thys decreasing 

" 
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the resistance in the main". The calcula,pions Ifecessary 
for the design of such a board are illusti'ated on p. W. 
The illustration hcre shown gives the actual"val'des of the 
resistance coils and the currents which would flow with 
the sliding contact on the differcnt stuclB and a few cel!s 
in circuit. The rheostat would work quite at; satisfactorily 

A 

}OAmp 
FU5es 

+ 
To Battery 

Out __ --

Sliding 
Contact 

-~ln 

FIG. 19. SERIES \Vum RHEOSTA'l' CHAIW1NU BUAIW 

.. ' 

)\ 

with several cells or battcries in scrics as with a few, but 
the currents would be less than indicated. 

The sizes of wire would vary, since tl)1O currents to te 
carried vary. The coil connected to the last s'MId can never 
have more than t A. passing through it. Intermcdiate coils 
will carry greater currents, and the first coil should be large 
enough to carry 5 A. 

These would be ~selected, therdore, of such a size and 
resistance as are most suitable. Using Beacon wire, the 
following tabll,l gives particulars. 
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-'-'--..-------\:-~-- --.- -- -, 

Coil No. I. I To CHIT}.; Size. 
____ __. __ ~_____;_~- ___ , _______ '._C __ ~-'; 

:!O ohms 
;3 

Ii " . 
;~ 

100 

I ;:'A. I 
·L\. 
8 A. 
:!A. 
1 A. 

Xo. 

1),5 A. 

FIG. 20 

Jarage Series Charging Bench. 

16S.W.U. 
17 
II'> 
I\J 

-, 

Length. 

;)1) I'll. 
IU' 
II 
lo 
:!f) 
5U 

For convenience in charging many batteries there could 
)e no better t·lJ.uipull'nt thull tl,at illu"trated, in Fig. :W, , 
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'rite size and number of lamps, and llUltbel' of switch 
controls, would be varied to suit the requirements. 

The board selected shmvs the arrangemcnt~ suitable for 
a maximum charging current of 12 A., but more lamps 
could be added as suggested, if a largf'r eurrE-nt was required. 
than the 12 lamps allowed. " 

All cables used must be adequate fur the full current 
value required. Switches and fuses must be also of full 
charging current capacity. 

It is suggested that the charging switche8 be built up 
OJ! a long board fixed to the wall of the garage. In front 
of this a bench :>hould be built about I ft. 6 i~. from the 
ground, and of ample width to accommodate the batterie:> 
to be charged. .. 

The s·witches, each mounted on it:> own base plate, and 
fastened to the long board suggested, are of the single pole, 
double-throw type. The top contact of ea'ch is permanently 
connected by a piece of cable to the hinge contact of the 
next switch, and thence to the - terminal of the preceding 
pair of charging contacts. 

The bottom contact of each :>witch, together with one 
of the - contacts just named, form the two charging ter
minals for each switch arrangement. These terminals hav~ 
pieces of flexible cable of about 18 in. long connected per
manently to them. The free ends of these connecting wires 
are fitted with some type of clip, for easy fixing to the PO.'4ts 
or terminals of the battery j 

As many switches arc provided as it i:; thought like1pr 
there will be batt erie:; on charge at t,he SMl),e time. Such 
an arrangement is neat, simple, and efficient." There are 
no loose connecting wires about. 'Vit}l a switch on the 
bottom contact, the battery conneded to the corresponding 
leads is put in circuit and on charge. With a switch on 
t,he top contact, th~ current passes directly to the next 
switch, the hanging cables are not in circuit, and any 
battery connected to thflln it> simply di,;conneut,ed,. Once 
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a batte~y is 1\xed to a pair of clips therefore, it can be 
charged for any length of time, and disconnected by the 
throw 0/ a ~witch at any time, without any interference 
with the rest of the circuit. The arrangement therefore 
gives individual control of all batteries on the charging 
ben<Jl at any time. 

The initial cost of the arrangement may be great, but 
the gain in efficiency and general result will amply return 
the outlay in a very short time. 

All the batteries in such an arrangement, however, are 
charged at the same rate, depending on the number of 
lamps in c~cuit at the charging board. This disadvantage 
has existed on all the charging arran.gements described up 
to the present .. and is inevitahle in a single-series arrange
ment. It is advisable, therefore, to have at least two such 
charging boards, so that two charging rates may be main
tained. Although not all that could be desired, the varia
tions in current value on t·wo such series arrangements 
would be far superior to the single system so often adopted 
with all types and sizes of batteries. 

The board would be best placed at one end of the bench. 
In the figure, 12 switching arrangements are shown. With 

tllnly a few occupied, the current flowing would be <ttl 

indicated, but with 12 - 4 V. batteries on charge, taking 
50 V. or more of the supply, the charging current at 
each switch control would only be about half that 
indicated in the figure-but the current would be increased 
:->f desired and the ammeter would indicate what waH 
tlowing. • 

At A tw'D batteries are shown comlected in parallel in 
order to reduce tJle current flowing through each. The 
voltage of each battery in such a series parallel arrange
ment must be the same and the current will divide some
what according to the size of the battery in each circuit. 
The sum of the two currents will equal the total CUrrf.'llt 
in the c,ircuit. 
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I SEPARATE CHARGING CIRCqiTS 
ARRANGI<]MENT 

~'ig. 21 mustmt" • _allal eha'ging "Tang~'n<;nt v"'Y 
,imil., in ,on.t.-u'tion und ,onneotion to tho." iu,t 
d,,,,,, bed, but '"I''''ior to them in 'hat tl" ,witching lOOV 

jStlPPIYI 

- 1;-
25Amp 
MDI'S 

!FU5~S 
':5 A 

fA 

3A 

Common Negatlye Batte,'y C017nectl(JrI Bar 

FIG. :! I. AllHAXGEJIENT SUITABLE FOH CHAHGING Sl"'EHAL 
B.A.TTl·;nll·;S Al' DrFFER}'NT CCRREX1' RATES 

~ 
'rangements allow batteries of different Cs.pacities to be arged at correct rates, w 

~umerous combinations of S\\itching, circuits can be 
tained, with corresponding variation of currents. With 
itches R8TUO Open, the arrangement simply resolves 
,If into ,i, "P"ate ,h"ging eqnipmont" ,ont.,olJed by 
tches A, B, C, D, E, and F SUpplying 1, 2, 4, 4, 4, and 
. respectivel,IJ to batteries or small groups of b'ltteries 
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connected ac~ss X. Y, Z, lV, j'\l1, and N and the common 
negative terminal bar. 

By closin~ switches A, B, and R, and connecting the one 
battery as Rhown in thp circuit at X, a current of :3 A. 
would flow. Tho further closing of s\\itches G and 8 
wOI~d increase this by 4 A., making a total current throllg-h 
thc batt cry of i A. 

At tho same' time, battericR connected as I'<hown at 
TV, M, and lY, with switch(·s T, U, 0 open, and D. JiJ, F 
dosed, would b(; chargcd at rate" of 4, 4, and 5 A. respec
tively. 

The nut-Ximum number of charging circuits is eyidC'ntly 
:"ix, but. other:" could be added, and tIl(' current, valul'R 
increased by.connecting a larger number of lamps in the 

. circuit". The largE' ammeter, as Rhown, indicatcs the total 
charging current, of aJI the circuits and is of little usc. To 
calculate the current in allY particular circuit, either this 
should be juclged roughly from the number of lamps in 
that particular circuit, or an ammeter should be connected 
between the battery on charge and the common terminal 
bar, as shown ill th!' figure. 

Aboye the lamp diagrams al'(~ :,,11Own yalue" of resistance 
•• ('oils which, at the main's yoltage. indicated, would aUow 

thp current. Rhown to pas,;, if suo"tituted. for the group of 
lamp" in each lamp circuit respectively. 

EA RTH ED CIRCUITS 

Relative PositiQns of Charging Board and Battery with 
Respe()f; to Supply Terminals. 

Generally thn l,~mp board shouj(l be eonnf'ctecl between 
thc + supply terminal and the oattery, the - terminal of 
the battery being connected directly to the - terminal of 
the i3Upply. .Fig. :?::!a illustrates thii' clearly. 

If one of the mains is earthed, it is de"irable to connect 
the laVlP rheostat to the unearthed mnin, in order to 
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prevent danger of shock when connecting anliidiscon:necting 
the battery. 

Fig. 22b represents the correct connect,ion hi tile case of 
a 2-wire circuit with - main earthed. 

Fig. 22c r0preSt'llts the conneetion with t main earthed. 

insulated + insulated + 
f ~+Re515tancp 

Mains ~ 
t ~5tal7cc 

Mains ~ 1 _-.::._ Battery 
.t I-

I -=- Battery 

" I-
Insulated 

(/1) 2-Wire 
e Earthed Mam 

(b) 2-W;~e 

Earthed Main + 
r-;-- --=:1.± ~) 

Mjl~:· ~attcry 

-l!_--:-_-:-:-~ __ ~_~ Res~,stal7ce 
lnsuklted 
(e)2-Wire 

FIG. 22. CORRECT RgLATIVE POSITIONS OF BATTERY AND 
RHEOSTAT ON "EARTHED" SUPPLY SYSTEMS 

Three-Wire Systems with Middle Wire Earthed. ,,, 
Many lighting and power systems are supplied on what 

is called the 3·wire system of diRtribution. 
Fig. 23a illuRtrates this kind of supply. There are two 

" outer" mains, both insulated, the one called the positive 
outer and the other the negative outer. Between thes" 
perhaps 400 V. is maintained. .. 

This pressure is too high for lighting and is'' dangerouR, 
1"0 a third or middle wire is put in, bch,~en which and the 
two outers a ,'oltage of 200 is maintained by a special 
machine at the central station called a balancer. ThiR 
middlp ,,-ire is usuaUy connected to earth, so the + outer 
is 200 V. above earth potential, and the - outer is 200 V. 
belo'w earth pot£ntia.1. ., 
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The +- oute·.~ is positive with respect to the middle wire, 
but the middle wire is positive with respect to the - outer. 

Three.\VirR S~Tstems are gf'nerally Rplit up so as to supply 

Negative Half 
''-') .,\-Wire 0·) 3-Wire z-Wtre 

Fro. 23. 3- ,;VIRE RVSTE't OF DmTRTBUTION 

(listricts on t:<te 2-w-ire system, and customerR may be 
unaware that they are on a 3-wire system, their supply 
being for all intentR and purposes just like a 2-wire system. 

The resulting supply and polarity of sueh an arrangement 
into positive and negative halves of the sYRtem, are Rhown in 
Fig. 23b. 

Positive Insulated + Middle Earthed + 
~un~ Wire _~ =:1± --=- Batter!! 

" (A) 2i (B> 

¢¢~9 + -=- Batter!! 
MililileT T- ReSIstance Wire Earthed Negative Insulated -

(a) Positive Half (b) Negative Half 

fIr: 24. CORRt;CT CO:"l"'l<;CT]()~ OF BATTERY ON "EARTHED ., 

• 3·'YTnI-; :'(YSl'E~1 

Figs. 24a and 24~.shO\\" the COI'l'pet nonnection of a battf'ry 
on either the + or the -- half. 

Testing for the Earthed Main. 
If an earthed supply is suspected or known, the earthed 

main ('~n ('asil~- he' detech'd by "iring; up a single 



)I I''''P-holde, to a length of double floxltle oord In O'dlnaey »"n»o,.' . 

Conn"t ehh,,· 01 the hee end, to ono .'n;'PI.; te'",I, and the other to a Water tap. 

If the lamp lIght, up, tho "'aln 10"nln.1 to whloh It ,"o,"otod I, tho "","",,,4 'oMo. , 

TI tho 1"",1' do", not lIght up, the t"",lnal to which i is conncctf'd is thf' f'arthcd main. 

Dark 

Bright 

FIG 25. T};STfNG FOR ,. TE..IllTlIED " ~IA.IN 
If the lamp apr

e
.", to glow ahout equally, When eon. 

neeted between ojth" te""lna.l and the lap, tho eY"om,je not an cart cd .system. h 

) 'i/o Thi, te,t and tho ""'ita a'e Hlu'''·''ted in ><g. 25. Aft" 
the o"'thed main ia de tenU;n<YI , it i.e ,till nece,_y to 
letoemiuo 11", + Illain In tbe O"UU",y Way belo

ee 
eon .• "~ting up Ihe battory I"""'<'n la",p, and ''''''hod ",,,hI, e m"'h·ated iu PIg,. 22 and 24.. • 

CHARGING HINTS 
arging Rates for Normal Charging, 

.. 

'. Road the ",ahoe', in, I ""otlm" aud follow them. 
'. If Ih"e am Mot av"l1a hlo, caleulat, tile 'ato "PP'oxJ. tely as below_ 

,) If the 'eapaolty at Iho 10 he. 'al c 01 d""ha'ge I, 
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given, divide tl~ capacity by 6 to get the normal rate of 
charge. If the capacity at the 20 hr. rate of discharge is 
given, divide the capacity by 12 to get the normal rate of 
charge. 

(b) If the capacity only is given and there is no inqica
tion of the hour rate at which this is correct, divide this 
by li'to get an approximate charging rate. 

(c) If there is no indication, then the charging rate must 
be approximatrly ohtained from the an'a of the plates, as 
fol1ows-

Measure the length and breadth of one of the + plates 
of one group or of one cell, in inches, multiply these to
gether to get the area of one sidr of a plate in square inches. 
From this fimL,the total area of all sides of the positive 

, plates of one group by multiplying by 2, and again by the 
number of plates,. Divide this yalue by 3 to get the 
amp('re hour capacity, and again by 12 to get an approxi
mate charging rate. 

Note that the capacity of a battery I;; the capacity of one 
group of plates or of one cell, no matter how many cells 
are connected in scneR to form the battery. It is only the 
voltage ""hich is varif'd by connecting a number of cells 

• iI" series. 

Example. 
A battery has 4 positive plates per cell or group. These 

are each 6 in. by 5 in. Calculate the ampere hour capacity 
ant\ the approxiw.aJe char~jn~ rate. 

t 
.\J'('a of OJ1£' Hide of one plato = 6 X 5 = 30 sq. in. 

Area of both sides of OJlC' plate = 30 X 2 = 60 sq. in. 

Total area of four plates 4 X 60 = 240 sq. in. 

Capacity 
240 1 
T X3 '"'= 80 A. h. 
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To find the charging rate, divide the cajculated ampere 
hour capacity by 12. 

80 ' ) ) 
:. Charging rate = 12 = 6i A. approx. 

The above calculations are based on a capacity of 50 A.h. 
per sq. ft. of positive plate area, and a 20 hr. ute of 
discharge. 

Minimum Charging Rates. 
With so many different types of batteries on charge at 

the same time, the little man is apt to charp;e some at a 
very low rate. It is very detrimental to charge Plantp 
positives at a rate below about 60 per cent of the normal 
rate. Pasted positives do not appear tJ be injuriously 
effected by such low rates, but the time taken to charge a 
60 A.h. battery on a quarter ampere circuit, as the author 
has seen attempted, appears to he bordering on the 
ridiculous. 

INDICATIONS OF COMPLETION OF CHARGE 

1. Voltage of each cell. 
2. Specific gravity of the f'led,roiytp. 
3. Gassing. 
4. Colour of the plates. 
The reasons for the variation of these have been treated 

theoretically in Chapter IV. 
1. When the voltage of each cpll reachpR 2·6 the battery 

) . 
is fully charged. . ) 

The total voltage of a battery full.'" charged, therefoff', 

= Number of cells X ,2,6. 

All voltage readings must be taken with charging current 
flowing. Contin4!'l the charge for some time after full 
voltage has been reached to reduce any sulphate which 
may be pre,r;cnt, but at a reduced rate, according to , 
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circumstances i'especting gassing, state of platf:'s, and 
maker's instruct,jons. 

2. If the sp"ecific gravity readings remain stationary for 
some considerable time with the charging current flowing, 
it is an indication of full charge condition. 

The.readings observed are no real indication of the actual 
state of the plates unless the previous condition and atten
tion to the cell and its specific gravity are known. 

It is necessary to adjust the specific gravity of each cell 
to give an actual value to the readings obtained. 

If the gravity has been correctly adjusted previously, 
the specific gravity after full charge should equal 1·290 to 
1·300 for car starting batterips and 1·240 to 1·250 for 
ef'lluloid cased bj,tteries. 

The gravity readings should be taken k hr. aftf'r the 
charge has been smtched off to get the true reading. 

Gassing. 
A sulphated cell gases at all times of charge, but the 

true gassing which indicates the cessation of chemical 
action at the plates, and that the conversion of the electrical 
energy solely in the production of oxygen and hydrogen is 
le1feral throughout t,ho cell, is in large bubbles and is in 
an approximately clear liquid. 

After gassing has fully developed, reduce the charging 
rate, so that it does not proceed vigorously but steadily. 
tontinue the charge for an hour or so !tt this reduced rate, 
according to the condition of the cell and thp previom; 
treat'ment to whicH it has bpen Kubjected. 

t 

Colour of Plates. 
When fully charged, the j- plate is a rich chocolate 

brown, and thc - plate is grey; the liquid is sparkling and 
the plates look alive. • 

When discharged, the positives are much darker than 
the grey negatives, but the plates appear inert 'and lifeless. 
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Length of Charge. 
Follow the instructions given and after the full charge 

conditions are indicated reduce the charge to 60 per cent 
of the normal value and continue for t or 1 hr., according 
to the state of the cell. 

The length of time required to charge a battery fully 
and satisfactorily from the ellRtomE'r's point of view, and 
consequently from a business point of view, depends 
entirely on the state of the battery when received. 

To charge a battery for a certain number of hour;; 
according to its rated capacity, irrespective of'its condition 
of charge or discharge when received, and then consider it, 
and return it, as fully charged is as ahsur<"'IRs it is unfair. 

Overcharging. 
An occasional slight overcharge is beneficial, but, excessive 

gassing and temperatures abm'e 100° F. or 38° C. must not 
be allowed to develop. 

Batteries charged weekly should haVf~ .~ hr. oY8rchargp 
at 40 per cent normal rate onef' pPr fortnight,. 

Undercharging. 
It is baa business to get as much out of a battery as 

possible. Repeated discharges, with insufficient charges, 
gradually undermine the efficiency of any battery, just as 
overwork and insufficient food undermine thE' com;titution 
of a human being. 

THE ELECTROLYTE 

Topping with Water. 
Use pure distilled water and fill to about ~. or ~ in. above 

the tops of the plates previous to charging. 
Obviously, specific gravity readings are useless unless this 

len I is maintained. 
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Ordina~y tap water cuntains many impurities, whose 
presence in the ~ell cause chemical and electrical reaction~ 
which are 'very detrimental to the working of the battery. 

Tap water is never used for mixing with acid, or for 
topping by anyone, whose object is to treat the batteries 
under, his care fairly and reasonably. 

Distilled water is perfectly pure water, and is only 
obtained by the condensation of steam. 

This water may be obtained from a still, or by fixing a 
coil of lead piping partly immersed in cold water to any 
supply in which steam is being produced. Distilled water 
will emerge hom the open end of the coil. 

Rain water obtained in the country, if free from dUtlt 
and dirt, may b~ used instead of distilled water. Its purity 
in the town is usually very doubtful, but it is far better 
than tap water. 

To Correct the Specific Gravity. 
If aeid has been spilled and if the specific gravity must 

be corrected, because it will not rise to the best and eorrect 
value after the cells have been fully charged, withdraw as 
many syringefuls of electrolyte from the cell as is roughly 

.itldged to be necessary, and replace with acid of 1·400 
tlpecific gravity. 

Charge again until the cell gases freely. Half an hour 
or so after the completion of the charge test the specific 

I gravity again. Correct the reading for temperature value 
at 70° F. It should bc 1·290-1·300 for car batteries, and 
1'2~5-1'250 for wlluloid batteries. If it has not risen to 
this value, re\>eat the above operation until the required 
result is obtained. • 

If the specific gravity is too high, withdraw some of the 
acid and replace with water, and treat as described above 
unW the value desired is obtained. 

If at the end of a charge the specific gravity is below 
l·265 am~ 1·210 respectively in car and celluloid batteries, 
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I , 

entirely replace the elet.:trolyte with Bew acid of 1·300 and 
1·250 respectively. Charge and adjU8t aR",diJec~ed above. 
It is no use taking specific gravity readings directly after 
adding liq,uid. The added water or acid must be mixed 
with the body of the electrolyte, and the best way to du 
this 18 to steadily gas the cell for a short period. 

Mixing Electrolyte in Bulk. 
When dealing with acid only use gta88 0]' eiU'thenware 

jugs and funnels, and a wooden or ehonite mel fol' mixing 
purpose8. 

Never use metal utensils foJ' allY oIJeratio1l8 iuvolving 
acid. 

Form an idea as to how much electrolyte is required, 
then, from the tables of volumes, judge how much acid and 
water respectively will be necessary to'" make the amount 
of approximately the correct specific gravity. Pour the 
quantity of watcr required into a jar and add the acid to 
it slowly, stirring all the time. Ncver add water to acid, 
or the great heat produced at the junction of the acid and 
water may produce steam, which, exploding through the 
mass, may scatter acid into the eyes and result in serio~}s . . ~, 

Ill)Ury. 

Allow the mixture to cool. Take the specific gravity 
reading and the temperature. Correct the specific gravity 
reading at this temperature to what it would be at 70° F. "' 
as follows--

Correction for Temperature Effect on Specific 'Gravity. 
The specific gravity values given as, correct for various 

kinds of batteries are estimated for a working temperature 
of 70° F. 

Fig. 26 gives an"illustration of a thermometer calibrated 
to indicate points to be deducted from, or added to, the 
actual hydrometer reading of newly mixed acid. 01' the 
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electrolyte in a cell, to give the corresponding value of the 
specific gra,vitx Pot 70° :F. 

The reader could easily rule 
out such a scale and fix it along 
the tube of his thermometer. 

A Joint in specific gravity 
readings = 0·001 and 1 point 
has to be added for every 
3° F. above 70° 1<'., since the 
liquid, in cooling, will contract 
and become more dense. '. For every 3° }<'. below 70° .1"., 
subtract 1 point from the ob
served reading vf the hydro
meter to get the reading at 
700 F. 

The two specific gravity 
i>cales shown to the right of 
the thermometer scale in the 
diagram give the required 
specific gravity reading, at the 
corresponding temperature, 
wl1ich is necessary to produce 
a specific gravity of 1·300 and 
1·250 respectively at 70° :1<'. 

Example. 
((I~ At 85° Jt the specific 

gravity for 'jar ''batteries is 
given as 1'295, and for celluloid 
batteries 1·245. ThE-se are the 
necessary specific gravity read
ings of electrolyte at a tempera
ture of 85° F. to produce 1·300 
and 1·250 respectively, when 
the liquid has cooled to 70° F. 

0< Hydrometer Reading 
F to give Correct 

Sp. Gr. at 70° F. 
Car Wireless 

Battery Battery 

~ 
.16 1285 1235 

1- +15 

~ 
+14 
+J3 
t12 

~1.QQ 
+11 1290 1240 
+10 
+. 
+8 

~ +T 
+6 1295 1245 
+Sr--

f-'!Q 
.. 
+3 

- +Z 
+ 1 1300 1250 

fIQ + 0 

1-
- , -, 

£0 -3 

1-
-4 1305 
-,~ 

1255 
so -. -, 

- 8 

40 -. 1310 1260 
-\0 
-11 
-12 

JO -13 

-I' 
-15 

1315 1265 
20 -16 

-11 
-18 I. -19 1320 1270 
20 

-21 
-22 • -2, 

,~ ~. " 

-- -------. 
FIG. 26. HXDROMETER. 

THl'RMOMETER 
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'" (b) The specific gravity of some acid at 85° F. is 1·290. 
What would it be at 70° F. ? ~I) J)) m 

Since 1 point must be added for every 30 F. abovc 70° F., 
5 points must be added to the mading, making a specific 
gravity of 1·290 + 0·005 = 1·295 at 70° F. 

QUAeVTITIES OF WATER A::YD ACID TO BE MIX"ED 
TOGETHER TO PRODUCE AN ELECTROLYTE OF 

DEFINITE SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
USING ACID 0.' 1·400 SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

Required Specific Water, Acid, 1·400 Specific 
Gravity Parts by Volume. Ci>ravity. 

at 70° F. Parts by Volume. 

1·300 4'5 ." 10 
1'280 5'5 10 
1·275 6'25 10 
1'260 6'5 ." 10 
1·250 6'75 10 

USING ACID OF 1'835 SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

Required Specific 
Gravity 
at 70Q F. 

1·400 
1·350 
1·300 
1·290 
1·280 
1·270 
1·260 
1·250 
1·240 
1·230 
1·225 

Water. 
Parts by Volume. 

15'6 
19'5 
24'7 
26·0 
27'5 
29·0 
30·0 
32·2 
34·0 
36·0 
:37·2 

Emptying Acid irem Carboy. 

-I 

Acid, 1·835 Specific 
Gravity. 

Parts by Volume. 
J$) 1. 

10 
to 
10 
10 
10 
10 

~ ., 10 

" 10 
10 
10 
10 

Fig. 27 illustrates an arrangement for emptying acid 
with ease ana. safety from the carboys. 
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The mouth of the carboy is fitted with a rubber stopper 
through which are fitted two lead tubes as shown. The 
shorter tube lias' a T-piccc, one end of which is connected 
to an air foot pump, and the other is closed or opened as 
required by the finger or thumb. The longer tube reaches 
into t'lle liquid and is connected to jar 01' filling jug by a 
rubber tube. 

• oj Carboy of Acid 
FIG. 27. BUIPLE l\IgTHOD OF E11PTYI:O;O CARBOY OF A(,ID 

To obtain acid the finger is put so as to clOClC the vent of 
• the T-piece at A, the foot pump is worked, and the air 

forced in the space above the liquid causes it to rise in the 
delivery tube ani emerge as shown. 

The flow Is immediately stopped on releasing the air 
pressure, by removing the finger from the T-piecp. 

FIRST CHARG I<J 

If this is not carried out properly, thfO battery will never 
give out its full capacity; it will not be efficient, and its 
useful lifp will be tlhortened. 
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Filling the Jars with Electrolyte. 
Have an ample quantit,y of eleutl'olyte l't,a,dy 1,uixed and 

cooled. 
The specific gravity of acid to be used, corrected for 

temperature, should be 1·245 for celluloid batteries and 
1·290 for car batteries. 

Fill the jars holding the plates to t ill. above the tops of 
the plates. Allow to stand for 1 hr. During this time the 
acid is absorbed into the pores of the separators and plates, 
and the level sinks. 

Fill up again with acid, and allow to stanr! for about 
11 hr. At the end of this time level up again and place 
on charge, after making certain that the connections are 
correct as regards polarity of main and bahery. 

Charging Current. 
Switch on and adjust current to normal charging rate. 

This is given on the maker's instruction chart affixed to 
the battery, or can be found approximately by dividing the 
ampere-hour capacity by 12. 

Duration of First Charge. 
Once the charge has been ::>tarted it is imperative th;f~·. 

it be kept continuous for at least 12 hr. Altogether, the 
length of time should be 40 to 50 hr., depending upon the 
rate at which the plates develop. It is better if the whole 
charge can be given continuously without break, but 
charging periods of 12 hr., with 12 hr. intermission betwewn 
each charge, will be satisfactory if it canndt be"" arranged as 
advised. 

" Completion of Charge. 
Continue the charge irrespective of the actual period of 

time, until every p\ate of every cell is gassing or bubbling 
freely, and the specific gravity and voltage of each cell 
tested separatdy, cease to rise for a period of 4 hr.,. 
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To obtain this information, tetlts should be taken at 
half-hour intervals towards till' end of the approximate 
time requited ':£o~ the complete charge. These tests should 
be taken from each individual cell of the battery. 

Precautions. 
) 

Thermometer tests should be taken frequently towards 
the end of charge, and in fact at intervals during the whole 
period of charge. If the temperature exceeds 100° F. or 
38° C., the current should bc reduced or switched off entirely 
before resuming the charge at a reduced ratl'. 

Excessive'ri.,:e in temperature or excessive gasBing are 
indications of too high a charging current, and it is very 
important that ,this first charge especially should not be 
excessive. 

Emptying the Electi'olyte. 
Now empty out the electrolyte and till with new acid 

having specific gravity of 1·300 for car batteries and 1·250 
for celluloid batteries, corrected for a temperature of 70° F. 

When this is done, place on charge again until gassing 
proceeds freely in all cells. Switch off current. After 

,l,hr. rest take specific gravity readings and temperature 
of each cell. Correct the readings for 70° F. specific gravity 
values and add water or acid as indicated on p. 78, until 
the specific gravity of the cells can be guaranteed to be 

, correct. 
Specific gravity readings of such cellB during subsequent 

cha\-ges and disc~arges will be honest indications of the 
actual state Jf the cells. After this add only water, pre
vious to charging, tp maintain the level of the electrolyte 
! in. above the plates at all times. 

Once per year fully charge, empty out the electrolyte, 
add new electrolyte, and proceed just ail if each cell were 
at the end of its first charge to adjust the specific gravity, 
in order tp get a further year's seryice out of tohe battery. 
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CHARGING HIGH-TENSION BATTERIE~ 
Accumulators are now being manufac1;J.lr,~d tor use on 

wireless sets to replace the high-tension dry-ceil batteries 
previously employed. Their high init,ial cost is soon recom
pensed by the longer service and morp, efficient behaviour. 
They only take a charging current of ± A., ana onlj! need 
recharging about once every six months. 

@ 

~ ,~ 

m 
K.F=+-#-I- Clip 

'. ~ Connection 

FIG. 28. BATTERY DISCHARGl!; BOARD 

A metallic filament lamp would be best to u"e for charging 
such a battery. Assuming a 50 V. battery, the voltage at 
the terminals of the lamp would only be about 50 V."on 
a 100 V. circuit. For the purpose, therefo!-e, ~!50 W. 100 V. 
lamp would do admirably. 

On circuits of 200 V. or more, a wattage of about 50 
would also be found satisfactory for charging purpose:,;. 

DISCHARGE BOARD 
When removing sulphate it is often necessary to charge 

and dischargt'l! repeatedly. For this purpose a .lii:,;chargtt 
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frame is 'required. Coils of iron wire can be hung on It 

wooden frame fir wound on wooden rollers covered with i 
aRbestoR to form rheostats. Contact at any point by 
means of a clip can b0 arranged to regulate the discharge 
current, which will be indicated on the ammeter. 

TIn voltmeter, as connected in the figure, will indicate 
the value to whieh the cells are discharged. 

Fig. ~8 illustrate's such an arrangement, imitahle for a 
discharge board. 

The wire is made of No. 10 iron wire, which will earry 
ahove 30 A., and has a resistance of about 4 ohms per 
l.000 ft.. A.llowing a maximum of 15 V. and a minimum 
current of 5 A., the length of wire required for the eomplete 
rheostat would,be about 750 ft. Using platinoid wire, only 
about ] 20 ft. would he requirC'd. 

LOOPING IN AT LAMP HOLDERS 

It, is not within the scope of the present book to describe 
the actual building of discharge boarels, mounting of 
switches, etc. This is left to the ability of the read!'r, 
hut a few hints may be of usC'. 

The lamp holders used in thp yarious rheostats described 
, '.h this chapter can be obtained with flat bases drilled for 

direct screwing to the boards, and known as back-plate 
type. 

The connecting wires are brought to the terminal blocks 
of the holders, through one large hole drilled through the 
board directlv below the holder. 
~he wire i~ l",oped wherever pOflsible into the contacts. 

ThiR means 'that, instead of using separatc pieces of wire 
for connection bet'yC'C'n lamp holders, 01lC' long ,,,ire is taken, 
fastened in thc usual way to the first lamp's terminals, laid 
along the board to the next, the length of wire required 
judged, and the insulation stripped \vithout cutting the 
wire. The immlation is bared for about 1 in. and the 
coverin'l trimmed back for about 2 in. The bared portion 
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is then bent at the middle and twistf'd so as to fit under 
the binding screw. The wire is then car,!;ie? to the next 
holder and the operation repeated as often as required. 

Only the rubber insulation should enter the hole in the 
porcelain base. Cotton covering should not touch the base 
platf's. 

Precautions for Operators. 
Keep a bottle of strong ammonia at hand with which to 

neutralize any acid spilled on clothes and to soak rag for 
wiping terminals and outside of battery cases. , 

The skin irritation due to acid spray is muc·h alleviated 
by washing the hands and arms in water to which ordinary 
or bicarbonate of soda has been adaed. 

If acid splashes into the eyes, wash immeuiately with 
warm water, or cold if warm is not at ~'tnd, drop olive oil 
into the eye, or vaseline or lubricating oil, whichever is 
most convenient. 

Be clean about the person, hands, nails, and nose whE'n 
working on plates. 

Do not eat food with dirty hands, and drink plenty I)f 
milk. 



CHAPTER VIII 

GENERATOR METHODS OF CHARGING 

THE ;1.eostat methods of charging previously explained in 
detail are applicable to all D.C. circuits. Such methods 

• are comparatively inexpensive to install and extremely 
simple to operate. The maintenance costs are practically 
nil and the attendance required, as far as actual current 
regulation j,,' required, is zero. 

In every case, however, by far the greater part of the 
energy taken from the mains is absolutely wasted in the 
lamps or resist~nce framf'. Since the maximum voltage 
required for one battery rarely exceeds 15 V., it would 
appear to be far more economical, especially for charging 
on a large scale, if this voltage could be produced and 
supplied direct to the battery terminals without the waste
ful insertion of resistances. This can be done, but on 
D.C. circuits such transformation of voltages requires 
rotating machinery, which is somewhat expensive in first 
,cW·t . 

Motor Generator or Rotary Transformer. 
The simplest means of reducing a high voltage D.C . 

• supply to low voltage D.C. is by means of a motor generator. 
This sometimes consists of two separate machines, a D.C. 
mOJor and D.C. ~.ynamo, mounted on the same shaft and 
bedplate. TIle motor is connected through a starter to thf' 
main supply, and ,running the dynamo causes this to 
generate at a voltage suitable for direct connection to the 
battery to be charged. The voltage and output of the 
dynamo is variable through a definite l'SLnge by means of 
its field rheostat. 

Fig. 29 illustrates such a Sf't suitable for a.large garag(', 
I 

85 
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and shows all the necessary connections and iristruruents 
required for starting the motor and charging the battery. 

Small motor generators or rotary tran;'i:ofme'fs, as they 
are sometimes called, are made in one complete unit, 
instead of two separate machines. Tn this case both ruotor 
and generator armature "\vinding.-;, side by side, are m,punted 
on one armaturn cor~. The motor windings are connected 

-------, ~ 
~ 
J5~ 

"--r-<:>+- ~ _;.; 
~..., 

:»~ 
~--.J''''''''''''~ " 

'1::'" 
" '-I 

F[r.. 2!l. CONNECTIONS FOR MOTOR·GENERATOR SF.T 

to a commutator at onf' end of the' shaft, and the dynamo" 
windings to a commutator at thl' othf'!' end of the shaft. 
Only one fielrl sYRtom of magnets j" thus needed. 

Such sctR can be obtainf'd small enough ior running off 
th(' home maim;, a,nd of a eapaeity equal to that needed 
to charge one or two batteries. Naturally they are some
what expensive, but after years of usage their effki('ncy 
may repay the g.;cat initial outlay. A set complete with 
instrnmf'ntR and charging board Ruitable for charging a 
;) A. batt('r~' Itt 10 V. cost" about £IS. 
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A larger type suitable for connecting to mains of 100 to 
250 V., and c~pl;l;ble of charging twelve 12-V. 120 A.h., or 
forty 6-V. 60 A.h. batteries, is listed at about £50. 

The economy of such machines, as comparc'd with rheo
stat methods of charging, may be estimated roughly from 
the following example-

To charge a battery of 12-V. 60 A.h. from 230 V. mains 
singly would take about 18 units, whereas, with a small 

'set, the total consumption would probably be not more 
than 2-3 units, which, at 2d. per unit, means a saving of 
2s. 6d. 

CHARGING FROM A.C. CIRCUITS 

Motor Generators and Rotary Converters. 
It is absolutely impossible to charge accumulators from 

alternate current supply mains without using some kind 
of converter or rectifier, which will convert the A.C. to 
D.C. suitable for battery charging. 

The most obvious method of doing this would be to 
connect an A.C. motor to the supply and utilize this motor 
to drive a D.C. generator of the required voltage and 
'jmJPut. 

This method is actually used in motor generator sets 
which are similar to those just described, except that the 
motor is of the A.C. type. 
I Just as both motor and dynamo windings may be put 
on one armature in the rotary transformer, so they may be 
put ~n one armatliJre in t,he converter, to produce a single 
unit machine for converting A.C. to D.C. Such a com
bination is called a r,otary converter, but in this case the 
same armature windings used for both motor and dynamo 
arc connected to slip rings and the A.C. supply at one end, 
and to a commutator and the D.C. supply at the other. 
A small rotary complete for charging a battery of 15 V. 
and 4 A. would cost about £12 . • 
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RECTIFIERS 
It is possible, howevor, to roctify A.C. S(.Io a:;; to.,he suitabJ., 

for charging batteries, without the use of rotating ma
chinery, by means of what are called rl1ctifiers. 

There are many kinds of reetifi0ts, alllong which an' 
included the following types

Mcchanieal. 
Mercury vapour. 

Electrolytic. 
Gas-filled bulbs. 

FIG. :10, l\IE(,IlA~rCAL RECTIFlEH 

Mechanical Rectifier. 
This device has a mechanical arrange.'lwnt which, aJtinf! 

in synchronism with tho supply, ehangcs th~ connection to 
the battery in such a way that the eur:,rcnt is always flowing 
in the same direction. 

Fig. 30 illustrates the general arrangelllt'nt. 
N is a permap,ent magnet suspended at its upper point 

so that it ean vibrate and make contact 'with Nl and N2 
alternately. " 
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The electro-magnets N1 and N2 are magnetized hy an 
A.C. supply f\01l1 an auxiliary winding on the main trans
former, arid their polarity changing at every alternation 
causes the permanent magnet N to be attracted first to 
one side and then th(1 other. This COllll{'cts the hattery, 
throur)l contact" N) and N 2, first to one end of the main 
transformer secondary windingR and then to the other, and 
thn magnet coilH of N1 and N2 are so wound that this 

, takes place when the supply at the contact,; NI and N2 
is of JloflitiYl~ potential. The current through tho batt pry 
therefore is alwa,ys in the saUle direction. 

Voltage n~gulation to suit the batt!'ry r!'qllirem!'nt;; is 
obtaiIlPd by varying the pm;itioll of thp tapping points at 
t he two pnds of}ho transformpr win(ling. 

Mercury Vapour Rectifier. 
The action of this dep(·ndH on tho fact that if a mercury 

vapour are be started between a I11!'reury electrode and 
anotlwf of some conducting materia.!, a current will flow 
from the conductor, called the anode, to the mercury, 
called the kathode, but not in the oppoRito direction. An 
alternating current, therefore, when used to form the are, 
is lonly allow!'d to flow when passing in one direction. 
When it revl'I'ses it is not allmVl·d to pass through the 
n'CtifiPl'. By thiH means tho A.C. is only ~uppli()d to the 
hath'ry cirellit when flowing in the same direction, or, as 
H is called, after rectifica.tion. 

For connection to singlc-phaHo Hupply, two anodes are 
URe(~~ with an auxina,ry anode for first Htarting the arc, and 
also for maint'aining it when tho battery circuit iR acci
d('ntally opened. 

The upp('r portion of tIl<' bulb is llS('ct to GOndpllSe the 
1llt'I"CUl'y vapour. The minutn globules fall from it after 
eondensation into the lower portion, '."hich forms the 
Ilwrcury kathodo and positin, tc,rminal of the rectifier. 

Voltage"aIld current yariation are obtained by varying 
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the position of the tapping points on the secondary winding 
of the transformer, or by inserting resistanIOC ~n t!te battery 
circuit. 

laps 

.____...____,__,+ ~~I+---i~ :_ 
D. C. Supply 

FIG. 3[, }IERC'uRY Anc RECTIFIER 

• ~ 1 
Fig. 31 illustrates the connections and gen(l!l"al appearance 

of the rectifier. 

Electrolytic Rectifier. 
The action of this typc of rectifier depends Oil the fact 

that an electrolytic cell, having electrodes of certain metals, 
and having a particular electrolyte, will only allow the 
current to fi'ow through the cdl in one clirccti.")ll. If an 
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A.C. Rupply he eUllllPdeu to the terminalH of HlIch a cell, 
it will therefore aet as a l'ndifi('l' and allow the eurrellt to 

, 1 

flow only In one direction. 
Fig. 32 illustratE'R such a l'Pctifier, with electrodes of 

aluminium and lead in an electrolyte of sodium ammonium 
phosppate. The current in this case will only flow from 
the lead to the aluminium within thp cell. 

A.C. 
Supply 

+ Battery 

Terminals 

.~~ Sod/ifm Ammul7Jifm 
_ .. _ _ _ _ _ . ~.:: Fhosphate Electrolyte 

FIG. 32. ELECTROLYTIC RE(,TIFl:ER 

The connections of the rectifipr to the secondary of the 
'transformer and to tIll' battery are clearly indicated in the 
diagram. 

\:oJtage regula+ion may be ohtained by tapping points 
at the transfohner or by inRPrting resistance in the battery 
circuit. 1 

Bulb Rectifiers. 
Two electrodes at differcnt temperatures in a vacuum 

may act as a rectifier. One such rectirler, having a cold 
1 For a complete description of this appHratll~. ~p,. 'I'he ElectJ'o· 

lytic Rer'hflf!1', de Bruyne. (Pitman.) 
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anode of graphit.e and a hot spiral cathode of tungsten, 18 

made to operate on circuit::; of 40-75 V. ~n~l at currents 
varying from t to 30 A. .. 

All the above types of rectifiers may be obtained, in 
compact arrangement-eminently suitable for small battery 
charging-and often designed to give various ch~rging 
currents and voltages suitable £01' different kinds of bat
teries. They are easy to operate and are simply connected 
to the A.C. mains by an ordinary adapter arrangement, 
fitted to the end of a flexible connect.ing wire. The cost 
varies from about £5 to £7 per set. 

1£ thc rcader decides to install any type (rf the above 
machincs, lJ.e should clearly stllte his requirements as to 
nature and number of cells to be chaq~ed, voltllgc of 
supply, C.C. or A.C., No. of phases, frequency of supply, 
etc., to a reliable firm of electrical engineers. Such a firm 
would give particulars as to cost of machine and operation 
and ad vise generally on the best method of fulfilling the 
req_ uirements. 



CHAPTER IX 

DISEASES AND THEiR TREATMENT 

THE ~hief troubles connected with battery operation can 
be avoided if the battery is propcrly charged, specific 
gravity readings taken and corrected, individual cells tested 

, for voltage, and the directions issued by all manufacturer;; 
generally attended to. 

The princi,pal diseases to which batteries are subject are 
as follows-

Sulphation. 
Buckling and'cracking. 
Short circuits. 
Internal discharge. 
Shedding of active material. 

SULPHATlON 
Indication. 

When only slightly in evidence, white patches are notice
{lJJe on the plates. 

When badly sulphated, the growth of white matter on 
and between the plates is evidence indeed to the most 
inexperienced, that there is something radically wrong with 
'the battery. 

Where the condition of the cell cannot be examined 
owiitg to the non-~ansparency of the case, loss of capacity, 
overheating, :Ind eventual uselessn0ss of the battery at 
once suggest sulphation. 

Cause. 
The natural chemical result of batter.'f discharge is the 

production of normal lead sulphate at both -+ and - plates. 
Thi" sulph,atc forms on the surface of the plat~s in the first 

93 
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place and prevents the acid freely reaching t11e act~ 
material beneath. A rapid discharge qUick)y covers tltb 
plate with this sulphate, and the cell apparentl.}' gives out 
a very low discharge in consequence. 

The sulphate normally formed is ea"ily converted into 
peroxide and spongy lead respectively on charge, bu1;.if th(' 
cell is discharged below 1·75 V. the sulphate assumes a 
crystalline structure instead of the finely divided nature of 
the ordinary ;mlphate. TheBe cry"tal& grow with continued. 
uischarge and arc very difficult to reconvert into active 
material by ordinary methods of charging. 

Impurities in acid or plates will cause hara sulphate to 
be formeu, due to the constant internal discharge of the 
cell, which results even on open circuit. .-

Only the best and the cleanest of distilled water should 
therefore be used in the battery for any purpose whatever. 
Using acid of too high specific gravity, or running the 
battery at temperatures above 100° F. will, on account of 
the incremwd chemical action produced, result in the 
formation of this hard, 1neonycrtiblo sulphate. 

If the tops of the plates emerge from a too low electrolyte 
these portions will sulphate. 

The most prevalent cause of sulphation is an atte~t.., 
to discharge and continually discharge a battery, without. 
charging sufficiently to make up for the energy taken out 
of it, 01' leaving it discharged for a long period before 
commencing to recharge. It 

A battery should never be allowed to stand discharged. 
If fully charged, it may be safely left 'or weeks or ~yen 
months ,vith very little attention. '. 

Treatment. 
Slight Sulphation. If it is taken in time, charging at a 

low rate w:ill redu.ce sulphation. The value of the current 
should be about one-t'ventieth of the normal rate, and the 
charge should be continued until the cells gas fr!,ely, even 
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though it'takes day;,; or weeks to bring thi:-; abou1. After 
this, dischar~e :(Jw cells partially at a low rate and again 
charge as' before. Repeat these operations until the full 
charge voltagc shows a value of ~·G5 per cell, the plates are 
clean and of a good colour, and. the specific gravity has a 
consti}nt value of l·~4-5 for celluloid or 1·295 for car bat tories 
when charged. 

Bad S1dphation. Empty Ute eontainer and fill with pUfl~ 
, water. Charge at normal ratl'. Test the specific gravity 

at intervals, and if at any time it rises above 1·15, stop the 
charge', empty out the electrolyte, and refill with plUe 
water, after wnich continue the charge. 

If at any time during thc operations the temperatme 
rises above 10qo F., rcduco the charging current or switch 
off temporarily until the temperature falb. When all the 
sulphate is reduced, as indicatcd by the colour of the plates, 
empty out the jars and rcfill with acid of about 1·~25 spccific 
gravity and charge again. After full charge, tcst and 
correct the specific gravity of the electrolyte. 

Very Badly Sulphated. Undcr these circumstances it is 
a waste of time and energy to attempt a cure. 

, '.' BUCKLED AND CRACKED PLATES 

Indication. 
Instead of being evcnly :,;paced and pcrfcctly fiat, the 

, plates are saucer shaped, with the bulging cdges touching, 
or tending to touch, the sides of the jar and the adjacent 
plt.'ltes. 

Cause. , 
Grids are composcd of lcad, which is an inelastic sub

stance. It easily bends and, if once hent, docs not resume 
its original shape. UllequaIIy distribuT,ed chemical action 
at the plate results in unequal heat distribution, for chem
ical actiqn is always accompanil'd hy hcat production, flJ1(l 
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will cause irregular expansion at different parts ofllie plate. 
This irregular cxpansion results in bendill~, ~uckling, and 
breaking. On discharge the active material cH'allging to 
sulphate always increases in volume, especially at the 
positive plate, and this expansioll throughout the mRSS of 
the paste excrts pressure on the grid, causing it to. bend 
most at the centre, where it possesses the least ll\('chanical 
I'(·sistance and to grow outwards at the sides. 

Excessive and prolonged discharge causes maximum 
expansion on this account, and especially if the sulphate 
formed is of the crystalline variety, 

Hard sulphate, if formed in patches, as it always ill at 
first, reduces tl~P, ductivity of the plates, since it is an 
immlator, and . es the active materia~ which iti not 
covered up and hich forms the conducting paths, to be 
worked at excessive rates even on normal charge and 
discharge. This results in the production of high tem
peratures, in quite local patches, and unequal expansion. 

At even low rates of discharge or charge a badly sulphated 
platc may on this account become buckled and cracked if 
thi" has not already resulted from the formation of the 
sulphate itself. It is largely on account of this that the 
charging rates used in the att('mpt to retrieve >lulphatEllJi ~ 
cells are suggested of an extremely low value. 

'Vhen acid is mixed with water, heat is developed. When 
the phtes are being charged, the acid produced at their 
surfaces mixes with the water in the vicinity, and as a ' 
result heat is generated. At excessive rates of charge, and 
during prolonged charging, this heat may. be so great t)nd 
tiO irregularly distributed that the plates area, \\'arped and 
bent by the irregular cxpam;ion which J;flsults. 

Treatment and Result. 
Buckling in itself will not harm the action of the cell, 

but if the bent plate forces itself in contact with an adjacent 
plate, a short circuit of more or less resistanc<;, resultti. 
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Any beIHimg of the plate, however, causes loosening of the 
active matcri,al., and this, falling away from the grid, 
reduces the capacity of the cell. It may also cause a short 
circuit by bridging between plates, whilst in any ctlse it 
goes to the bottom of the jar and helps to swell the qU11ntity 
of slwJge which gathers th(·re. Thi" sludge in itself is a 
danger to short circuiting and absorbs energy from the 
supply on charge. 

If not too badly buckled, the plates can be :;trengtllened 
ill vice or press, as described in Chapter X. 

Cracked plates are difficult to repair. Occasionally lead 
burning may be resorted to if the crack is near a connecting 
bar or post, but if the platcs have shedded considerably, 
and their condition is dubiously m;eful, the only and best 
cure is replacement of the plate or section. 

SHORT CIRCUIT 
Indication. 

Rapid loss of capacity after apparently full charge, even 
on open circuit. 

Low gravity and voltage immediately after chargin.g . 
• "Little or no gassing when adjacent cells are gassing fully. 

Cause. 
The formation of hard sulphate from any cause almost 

iuvariably results in short circuit. This is produced either 
by direct bridging, due to fallen pieces of hard sulphate 
and. the aetive InateriaJ adhering to it, by "treeing," or 
by aetual grd~vth of sulphate from plate to plate through 
the separators thcm~elves. 

Excessive gassing invariably results in the loosening and 
falling out of active material and may result in short 
circuit. , 

Impurities in the plates and electrolyte may cause inter
nal disch'lrge, which, though not exactly the result of short 
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circuit, yet bring,; about tho diHcharge of the cell eV(m 011 

open circuit. • , 
Sludge gathering at the bottom of the jar mtty becolllo 

so deep that. the bott.om of the plates m'1y be short circuited 
by it. 

Treatment. • 
In celh, with transparent and open jars, short circuit,; 

may often be located directly and be removed by passing 
a strip of wood or ebonit~ween the plates. • 

Removal of sludge i~~ carried out by a thorough 
cleansing of the cell and refilling with fresh electrolyte. 

In sealed and closed batteries the jar must be opened up 
and the plates taken out, examined and treatpd, according 
to circumstances. '" 

vVhen a battery consists of two or more cells in series, 
and it it! apparcnt from loss of capacity or otherwise that 
a short circuit is present, it i" no mm simply testing the 
terminal voltage to determinc the condition of the battery. 
Each cell "hould have its voltage and specific gravity tested 
at the conclusion of charge or discharge. Low readings 
will at once indicate t,he faulty cell. Unless thi" be done 
the rl'peated charging to which the battery as a ,yhole will 
no doubt be subjected in an endeavour to restore \\,,1/) 
voltage and capacity to normal, will not only not do it 
any good, but .. rill be positively harmful to those cells in 
the battery which are not short circuited and cOllt!equently. 
heing overchargcd. 

Individual cell attention to voltage, specific gravity, 
gassing, and addition of water to resto"re t.'le electr01yte 
level is essential at all times if the battery is to be kppt in 
good and useful condition. '. 

Indication. LOSS OF CAPACITY 
• 

The battery" runs down" very quickly after charging, 
perhaps even-when no discharge is being taken o1}t of it. 
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Cause. 
All the disp,as¥s previously discussed affect the capacity 

of the bat'tery. Investigation of these must therefore be 
made, and the indications are often so clear that further 
tests need not be applied to determine the cause of the 
batteri"s failure. 

LOW DENSITY OF ELECTROLYTE 

Whenever the condition of the electrolyte is in question, 
the operator should consider the condition of the cells as 
regards charge and discharge. When fully charged, the 
active material contains no sulphate and the acid is most 
dense. When discharged, the active material is largely 
sulphate and :.he acid weakest. The corresponding or 
correct specific gravity, under certain conditions. therefore 
can be judged. 

Cause. 
Low density is a natural result of short circuit, but it 

may result from leakage, excessive gassing and spraying 
or frothing. It may be due to spilled acid, when testing 
gravity by syringe hydrometer followed by topping up with 
,wltter. 

Topping is only required to make up for water lost by 
gassing and evaporation, and should restore the specific 
gravity to its original value under normal conditions. 

Treatment. 
1'1 after being fpUy charged the specific gravity is below 

1·245 for cel!uloid batteries and 1·295 for car batteries, 
withdraw a quant,itv of electrolyte and make up with acid 
of 1·400 specific gra;ity. Recharge to mix the newly added 
acid and test half an hour after s,vitching off the supply. 
Repcat until the specific gravity reading is correct. If, 
after several trials, the specific gravity' refuses to rise on 
charging, the cdlmust bc examined for short. circuit. 
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REVERSAL OF CELLS 

This is generally due to short circuit, sot~s a result, 
a particular cell is already discharged, mo~'les8, when 
the others are just beginning to be discharged. As the 
discharge continues, the run-down cell adds nothing to 
the out, put and is finally charged in the wrong diiection 
by the discharge current passing through it. The + plate 
thereby is partially converted into spongy lead, just as if 
it had been charged the reverse way from the mains, and 
the ~ plate is covered with peroxide. Such a cell, therefore, 
will Rhow a reversed voltage and actually detract from the 
voltage available at the battery's terminals. On charging 
up the battery from the mains, the voltage of the defective 
cell will be reversed and corrected, and if ~he short circuit 
has been removed, the cell, if treated lightly for some time, 
will regain its lost capacity. 

LOSS O.F ACTIVE MATERIAL 
Indication. 

Reduced capacity, necessitating more frequent charging. 

Cause. •• The faults producing this have been frequently mentioned 
in previous pages. Shedding of actiye material takes place 
more at the positive than at the negative plates, hence 
these require more frequent renewal. Generally, three sets 
of positive plate renewals are required to two of negatives. 

Excessive gassing and sUlphation is perhaps the ~ief 
cause of shedding, and should be avoid£ in normal 
operation. 

Treatment and Prevention. 
If the plates are sulphated, the charging current should 

be yery much below normal rate to prevent excessive 
heating and. expansion. At normal rates, sulphation 

• 
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produces local gassing in the reduced conducting lfrtions 
of the plates. . 

\ ) 

, SLUDGE 
Cause. 

This is the name given to the sediment which collects 
at th19bottom of the jars. It is the result of bad treatment 
or excessive vibrat.ion. It represent.s lost. adive material, 
and its excessive production indicates "Tong treatment 
and results in direct loss of capacity. It is produced by 
shedding, and may be short circuiting the plates dipping 
into it" with consequent internal discharge, loss of capacity, 
and sulphation of the plates. 

Treatment. 'I 

It is advisable to thoroughly clean out all batterieR once 
per year after a full charge period, and replace the elec
trolyte. The gravity of this should be }·245 to 1·250 for 
celluloid cells and 1·290 to 1·300 for starting batteries. 

The acid which is drained off from the settled sludge 
may, if desired, be used again--but the impurities it con
tains are retained, and it is not advisable to so economize 
in small batteries. 

GENERAL INDICATIONS O.F DISEASE OR 
FAUI~TS 

Bad condition;; due directly to wrong treatment may 
result in the following indications-

F,Iigh specific gpvity whpn clischargpd. 
Low spccifA:! gravity although gassing. 
Impossible to charge the battery. 
Temperature troubie. 

High Gravity. 
This may be the direct result of topping with acid instead 

of water. Charge at a current equal to 'tbout T\r A.h . 
• 
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capacity to gassing point, ,remove some 1:'1,' ~ 6'ectroiyte, 
and replace by water. Test, specific gra ~ naIf an hour 
after a subsequent charge and adjust till c rect~ 

Low Gravity. 
Treated previously on p. 99. 

Open Circuit. 
Loose terminals, or connections insulated by corrosion 

and dirt, will probably account for an open circuit on the 
bat,tery. Clean all connections, examine for broken win's, 
tighten connections, and smear with vaseline after recti
fying. If the battery shows closed circuit by giving volt
meter reading, the dynamo connections !tnd leads must be 
('xamined. 

Temperature Trouble. 
Occasionally the temperature of the battery rises rapidly 

when on charge. This may be due to charging at an 
excessive rate or oYercharging consequent on small dis
charges from tho battery. The position of the battery on 
the car should be examined with regard to its position 
near hot portions of the engine, or exhaust, and rectifiw)d, 
accordingly. Rhedded active material, burned separators, 
and buckled grids will result from excessive temperatures. 
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capacity to gassing point, remove somc I':~. e fl~ectrolyte, 
and replace by water. Test specific gra . )l.a1£ an hour 
aft·E'r a SUhSE'(l'lOnt charge and adjuRt till c ;ect"! 

Low Gravity. 
Treatcd previously on p. 9!J. 

Open Circuit. 
Loose terminals, or connections insulated by corrosion 

and clirt, will prohably account for an open circuit on the 
battcry. Clean all connections, E'xamine for broken wirE'S, 
tighten connectiolls, and smear ,~ith vaseline after rf'cti
fying. If thn battery shows closed circuit by giving volt
meter reading, the dynamo connections and leads must be 
('xamincd. 

Temperature Trouble. 
Oceasiomtlly tho temperature of the battery rises rapidly 

when on charge. Thic: may be due to charging at an 
excpssive rate or overcharging consequent on small dis
charges from the battery. Thc position of the battery on 
thn ear should be examined ,\ith regard to its position 
near hot portions of the engine, or exham;t, and rectifi~~, 
accordingly. Sheddl'd active material, burned separatorR, 
and buckle<l grids will result from excessive temperatures. 



CHAPTER X 

REPAIRS AND WORKSHOP 

CAR BATTERIES 

IF the battery hat; bp('ll charged, specific grayity corrected, 
termillab examincd, and still t,Jw fault prrsists, or the 

'indications at once imggest internal trouble, such a" short 
eircuit or excessiYC' I'ulphation, the battery mu;;t be opel18d 
out for ('xamination. The procedure for ;;ealed-in batterips 
may bp briE'fiy ,mmmarized al' followH-

Cleaning of case, terminab, and COH'r. 

Remoyal of cllillllC'cting "trap". 
Remoyillg CO\"('}'fl and eompollnd. 
Examination of plnte~. 
Recharging. 
Pressing and straightening. 
Reassrmbling and inliprtion of separator". 
RcplacemE'nt in jarH and filling with electrolyte. 
Rpsealing, recharging, and putting into HPl'vice. 

?lcaning Case. 
\Vipe or scrape off all dirt and giYC a thorough clean 

\I'jth a cloth dipped in soda or ammonia. Make a sketch 
(,If the connections and location of the cells for future 
l'<'ference. 

Rerr..oving Connect::.ng Straps. 
:_) 

\-ariollH types of cl'll~ reCjuire different treatment, but 
Ihn follm\'ing ll()tes~ will b(' found to hayo a general 
application, 

Exactly centre punch the top of a pm;t, and with a bit 
the same diameter as the post drill about Jlalf-way through 
the connecting strap, Use a screw-driver as a, lever and a 

~-(54Hl" 10;) 
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strip of steel laid along the top edge of the case as a tulcrum 
and gently force off the strap. If the CO~le.i)tor is difficult 
to release, heat may be applied to softE'll the lead, wh('n it 
will come off more easily. 

Removing Covers and Compound. .. 
Clear all gas from within the cells by means of a hanrl

bellows to prevent an explosion when a flame is applied. 
If there are any sealing nuts for locking posts and con'r~ ~ 

together, remove these with the tools provided. \Varm the 
cover by means of a spreading hlow-pipe flame. Run the 
flamc along the edge of coyer and case, and remove thr 
compound from the edge. When the compound is soft, 
insert the hrated point of a screw-drive~ into the joint 
between cover and case. Move the screw-driver along to 
free the edge, then pn's,; it under the cover llf'ar a post 
until it emerges on the opposite side. Clear away tll(' 
compound and gently lift off the covpr. Apply the blow
pipe to thc compound above the bottom cover and dig it 
out with a screw-driver. 

After this, pass the tip of a small flame along the joining 
of bottom cover and jar, and by mf'ans of a serew-drivf'f 
free the lower covers from the insidc of thf' ease and ~~ 
tops of the jars. Lift out the groups of platf's by mean" 
of two pairs of pliers. Rest the platns for a frw minutes 
only, in an inclined position, across the top of the eaSe to 
drain. • 

Remove all covers, scrape, and clean with a cloth dipped 
in petrol. If brnt, they can be softenedtagain if necefJliary 
by being plac('d in boiling water, and st~aightened by 
cooling on a flat board. Label and :;tQrc until required. 

Examination of Plates. 
Place a group .. of plates on their edges, with the posts 

away from the operator. Gently prise open th(' plates and 
examine. If in condition for further senicf', iniulate any 
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visible ShUl:t, circuit:; by in::;crting ;.;mall pieces of ebonite or 
separator .• Rl'pl&ce in jars and charge fully. 'This charge 
should be given before any attempt is made to straighten 
the plates. It softens the plates and makes them in tho 
best po;.;sible condition for handling. 

Afte. fully charging, drain, remoye a few separators with 
the help of a putty knife pm;hed between separators and 
negative plates; place on a board in an upright position 
and, grasping a l)Ost in pach hanel, gently toggle the two 
group;:; backward;:; and forwanlR until they are separated. 

Examine the plateK in detail for hard, shiny, sulphated 
surfaces; buckled, and erackf'cl frames, and emptied grids. 

Straightening Plates . • 
The llf'gativl'8 should al,,-ayc: be kept in water excf>pt, 

during the few minutes they are being attended to. 
Wash thoroughly and insert boards of the corred thick

nCRr; between the plat('s. Clamp tightly between end boards 
in a vicc 01' press for 5 min. Meanwhile prepare a second 
group for pressing. Replace ill water to prevent heating 
immediately the operation is completed. 

If it is considPl'l'd safe to attempt the prm;sing of the 
1'oItitiyl's, do this in the salll(' 'my as the negatives. U~ually 
it i~ only advisable to straighteu thelll with a pair of plic·rs. 

Separators . 
• If these are of wood, especially if badly burnt or no longer 
porous, replace thom. Rubber separators, unless broken 
in h~ndling, la~t irMefinitcly and may he u,;ed aga.in. 

Nest the positive and llegative plates of one unit together 
OJl the bench on ec.ge, with the bottoms of the plates 
iowards the operator. Insert a new separator, if needed, 
about midway in the group, with the grooved edge next 
to the positive plate. If rubber sheet,. are used, they 
should be inserted with the wood separators, between the 
grooYCd si~e and the positivo plate. ""Vork arternately to 
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right and left of the centre, im;erting separators untll the 
job is finished. ~ 

Stand the group upright, gently linfJ up the edge.'; of 
plates and separator,; with a block of wood. By meg.m; of 
the terminal posts and pliers, lower the reassembled group 
into the jar as carefully as possible, so as not to break it. 

Fill up at once with acid of 1·300 specific gravity for 
car batt()ries with wood Heparators, and 1·275 for nlhher 
separators. 

Resealing the Jars. 
Warm the tops of tllA jars, clean with a knif(>, and press 

until straight jf necessary. Clean the lower cover" with 
rag dipped in ammonia to remove all acid, or the com· 
pound will not Rtick. Warm until they an' limp enough 
to handle "aft'ly and prp;;s gontly into position abO\'e tllf' 
ja.rs. Caulk any crack" at odgeH or po,.,t:-; with asl)estoR 
string, or fit rubher gaskets if providccL For conver1iencf' 
in pouring, warm the compound. in a coRee· pot over a gaR 
hurner and fill above the lower coyers with fairly Roft com
pound. Make a good joint between compound and cas(; 
by running a hot iron around thl' inside cdg('. , 

Complete the filling with softpr compound to the top of 
the case. While the compound if; hot, make the top covers 
limp by gently heating, and, fitting th('m over the postR, 
press well down into position. Clean off any exudpd com· 
pound with a kniff', and fill in any crack" around posts or 
edges with compollnd. Fasten lock-llut,! scaling co\'("',5 to 
posts if provided. " 

Burning on Connecting Straps. 
All connecting IOtraplO must be boiled in soda and water 

to clcar them of .1cid. They must be brushed with 11 wire 
brush to Glean them, and the hol('s scraped out with a 

t, 

knifc. 
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Insert a.large drill ill a br<1('(' and takp a shaving off the 
top of each Host. Scrape the uutside with a knife to a 
slight tapoc. ptace connecting KtraIls over posts, tap into 
position, and test the voltage of the complete battery to 
sec if it equab the smll of aU the cell's yoltages. This 
ensures correct series cOllnection hl'fore the cd!:,; are finallv 
burnt 10gether. • 

Blowout all gas from the insides of the accumulator,; 
with a pair of hand-bellows. Coy('r Wilts and expmwd 
portiolll; with pieces of asbestos. 

Get a hot, pointed, blow-pipe flame and play it around 
the top of the post, starting from the c('ntre. As soon as 
the lead is melted, take a stick of leau and fill up thc hole 
above thc post \\"ith molten mctal. Heat the stick and the 
inside edgc of t~e hole at the same time, to fuse the metal" 
together. K('ep the flame moving from the centre of the 
pOiSt, upwards and around the connector metal. Do thi:,; 
as quickly at; possible, filling up with metal to a level a 
little above the connecting >ltrap. Finish off with a le"s 
hot flame from the centre of the post; gradually working 
{'ound awl outwards, until the inner edg(' of the connector" 
melts and ullites with the molten pm,t. As soon as this is 
done, lift the flame quickly from off the work, before the 
·o~ter edge has time to ml'lt and. run away. The job, if 
done quickly, is compleh·. 

• ~OLDERING 'l'HE CONNECTING STRAPS, USING 

SOLDBRING IRONS 

'I~:le soldering il~ns to be used in place of the blow-pipe 
must be heavy and HIed to a fme taper. The heads of the 
posts must be cIeanctl with brace and bit as before described 
and the edges scraped clean. 

Heat the iron very hot, me it clean, rub with lump of 
,~al ammoniac, and tin witl1 solder. Dip tpe tinned iron into 
spirits of salt to clean. Hold the iron vertically, with its 
tip rrstin~ on th(' c('ntr(' of a post. As tM lead melts, 
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hold a stick of soldpJ' to the iron, ;tud gently l'hoving the 
iron about the top of the post, fuse the llle!tej:llead and the 
molten solder together. " 

Treat each post in thiii manner. Placu cleaned ami 
iicraped connecting iitraps over the posts and tap smartly 
into position. l{,ub a plumber's tallow candle as )a flux 
inside the hole above the post. 

Tin a freshly heated iron and hold vertically, resting un 
post as before. 'rurn the iron rouml so that it::. etlgps , 
touch and melt. the inside of the strap. gun in solder tu 
mix with the molten lead, and fill up as quickly as possiblt·. 
Finish off with flat of iron ;tS neatly as possible. 

After cOlllpletiOll, adju:>t leyel of acid if neces,.;ary, and 
place 011 charge at about one-third normal rate. . 

Test gravity half an hour aft('r completicih of charge, and 
atljust to about 1·:300 hy replacing electrolyte wit}l watl'/' 
OJ' acid as tlw case may he. 

CELL ULO I D BATTE lUES 

These ha\'e a great advantage, in that all t'xamination 
can be made without opening out. 

The soldering and buming operations, tn'atment of 
plates, etc., arc exactly the same as for ~eal('d-in batteri~sJ 
of the car type. 

The electrolyte, when in fully charged condition, should 
be about 1·250, however, and not 1·:300 a,~ for the heavier 
~~. y 

To take off the top covers of celluloid, insert a penknife 
in the joint at the top of the cell and grfl,dually lll'ise Olten. 
Follow the crack thus produced and thl' '('hole top will 
soon be free. 

To seal after cleaning, etc., procurd some amyl acetate 
and dissolve in it a little scrap celluloid, so as to form a 
thick solution. Scrape clean the part!> to be joined and 
apply the solutiOll just in the same way as rubber solution 
is u8l'd to join two rubber surface". 
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Fix clip,,. to holu the juillcu tiudacm; together until they 
unite firmly when the dips can be removed. 

. '"' I , 

• 
Pasting Grids. 

Paste for pOHitive plates made directly from lead peroxide 
is not ~atisfactory and falls out. 

Tho composition of tho pastes u:ied for + and - grids 
varies, but that used for positives generally consists of a 
mixture of litharge and red lead. This mixture is made 
into a paste with dilute sulphuric acid (2 parts water, 1 part 
acid), just thick enough to work into grids with the hands 
or piece of wood. 

It should be pasted partly on one siue of the plate anu 
then on the o~er alternately, as quickly and firmly as 
possible, until the whole grid is a solid mass. The paste 
COffimenCl'S to set immediately it is made, and the plates 
are left to complete the hardening proee";,, for several days 
in the air or in oyens. 

Nl'gative platcs an' pasted in a similar way with a paste 
of litharge and dilute sulphuric acid, anu allowed to harden 
in the same way as the positiycs. 

• • The hard concrete mass which rei'lults in both cases is 
largely lead sulphate, and the next operation is to form 
this into lead peroxide on the positives and pure lead on 
the negatiyes. 

To do this the negatiyes are grouped together and the 
positiyes are grouped together and given a charge for 70 
or ~O hour" in acid of specific gravity 1·300 and 1·250 for 
ear or cellulo'~tl batteries respectively. 

The plates, after forming, are best placed in the jars 
directly for immedtate use, but, if desired, the positives 
may be rinsed in water, dried, and stored; and the nega
tives simply drained and dried and stored, though they 
tend to heat up and are far better it' put into service 
imllledia~e]y. 
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LAYING UP, OR PUTTING BATTERY. OUT 
OF SEIWICE , . 

There are two methods available for laying asi& a battery 
when it is not going to be required for some considerable 
time. These might be termed the wet and the dry method:,; 
respectiyely. \ 

Wet Method. 
This is the simplest, and best method to adopt when the 

battery is only going to be out of requisition for a few 
weeks or months and it is possible to gi'Te it a little attention 
occasionally. 

Fill up to correet level with watel' and charge fully at 
normal rate. Clean tlw case, connecting bars, and ter
minals ,,,ith a cloth dipped in ammonia. '\~mear all metal 
parts liberally "'ith yaseline. Place in a dark position 
where there is no danger of frost or excessiye templ'rature. 

Every two months attend to level of the electrolyte and 
give a frl'shening charge at normal rate until the battery is 
fully charged. Attended to in this way the hattery may 
be safely stored for any length of time. 

Dry Method. 
~ .JI 

This is the only availahle method whl're the battery has 
to be put aside for a long IJPriod and no attention is possible. 

(a) Charge the hattery fully. Empty out the acid and 
fill the jars with distilled water. Take out the positiye-' 
plates at the end of 15 min. Leave the negatiVl' plates in 
the water for at least 24 hr. 

, t, / 

Draill the pm;itive plates and stl'l1ighten th~im with plier,W' 
if their condition allmn; of it. /' 

At the end of the longer period take out the negatt've 
plates, fit boards, and straighten in ,-ice or press. 

Examine the negative plates periodieally for some time, 
and if they heat, "dip in clean water. This dipping must 
be repeat(~d .until all signs of heating of the ~wgative" 
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<1lsappear;'\. ~tore the platetl separately in a dark rOOlll, 
free from excessive temperature rangetl. 

'Clean cQvers, "terminals, cases, and jars, label and store. 
Wooden separators are almost invariably thrown away. 
(b) Another method is to empty the electrolyte from the 

jars and immediately refill these with water. Discharge 
the tMtery down to 0·5 V. per cell. Empty the jars and 
allow the plates to dry. If the negatives heat up, sprinkle 
them ,\ith water to cool. Whpl1 the heating does Hot recur, 
dry the plates and store as dirpekd ahove. 

PUTTING INTO SERVICE AFTER LAYING UP 

Batteries stored in the wet method only require a full 
charge and light treatment for a time to bring them back 
into full workiI'tg order. 

Batteries stored in the dry way want treating in some
thing like the "Firflt Charge" method gin·n to a IlPW 

battery. 
Make sure that tho supply, instruments, etc., ar(' ready 

for a long charge. Replace the separator::;. l,'ill the jars 
with acid of 1·300 or 1·250 for car and celluloid batt pries 
respectively, and charge immediately at normal rate, until 
e.very plate in every cell it-; fully charged. Discharge slowly 
to 1·85 V. per cell by the discharge board. Charge again, 
and again discharge. Again charge, and at the end of the 
period correct the specific gravity of the l'lcctrolyte of each 
cell. 

The battery is now ready for service, but subsequent 
dis,charges for sO,mo time should he as light as possible, 
and followed las soor as convenicllt hy full charge;.;. 



CHAPTER XI 

HDJSON IHON-NICKEL-ALKALINE CELL 

ALTHOUGH the lead acid cell has come to be looked ~pon 
as the combination for an accumulator, any substances 
which will give reversible changes in composition on charge 
and discharge may be used to form a storage cell. 

Thc only other combination mled for commercial IJur
pm;es is the Edison iron-nickel-alkaline cell. 

Positive Element. 
The positive plate is made up of perfor1\ted steel tube" 

Jilled with altprnatc layers of tightly compressed Hickel 
hydroxide an<1 metallic nickel flakes. These tubes arc 
i'ltn~l1gthened by a framework of steel rings, and number;,; 
of them clamped rigidly in a steel frame form a positive 
plate. 

The tube,; are st'ell. in the positive grid shown in the 
illustration. 

Negative Element. >. , 
The negative plate is built up of a large number of 

rectangular pockets filled with powdered iron oxide. The 
pockets are enclosed in a corrugatcd steel grid forming the 
negative plate. 

Groups of plates are formed by bolting the units to steel 
connecting rods fitted with steel terminal,pillars. Rub1er 
separators are fitted between the plate~·, and "'also betwepJI 
the edges of thp plates and the sides of the steel-containing 
jar. 

Electrolyte. 
This is an aque~us solution of potassium hydroxide or 

caustic potash, having a specific grayity of 1'40~, This 
112 



hydroxiul \ combine,; with the Carl)l)ll diuxidt' prl'sent ill 
air, forming yotassium carhonatc, which is us('if.s:-; in tht' 
cell. Fo'\ this tea~oll the cells must be airtight. It, has 
no effect, howevcr, on the steel containing jar,~, which i" 
(t great adyantage over the h'ad acid celL 

After a period of six or tweke months, according to thl' 
dutie~ the cell is called upon to supply, the electrolytl' 
must be replaced. 

Topping up is (lone with pure water when necessary. 

Formation of Plates. 
After bl~illg asselllbled, the cells are put through a series 

of four cycles of alternate charge and discharge, after which 
tht'y are r('aliy for ;.;eryiee. 

" 

Working Characteristics. 
The capacity pel' }>oull\l weight of cell is about 50 per cent 

greater than that of the lead acid cell. The voltage required 
for charge is about 1·75 per cell, and on discharge the celb 
maintain a voltage of about 1·2 at normal rates. 

The advantages this cell possesses are due to it;; great, 
mechanical strength and consequent suitability for heavy 

, ~('hicular work. Coupled to thi~ it pos,;csses valuable 
elcctrieal properties. It may be short circuited with im
punity. Over discharge docs not appear to permanelltly 
injure it, and if left standing for months, even in a dis-

• charged condition, it suffers no detriment. 
Boosting charges of five tinll's the normal rate, with 

l'e\atively high (.,fficiency, may he given when desirable; 
and the only'main~nallce charges appeal' to be the replace
ment of the eleetro,lyte after several months' service. 

Indications of State of Charge. 
Since the cell gases throughout the whole of the charging 

period, it cannot be utilized as an indication of the com
p1etion of the charg(, as in the lead acid cell., 
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Rimilarly, the ;;pecific gravity of the electrolyte is of no 
\ ':tlue for ,this yurpose, ,;ince this remains constant under 
all conditions of charge and discharge. 

The state of the ccli, therefore, is judged solely from a 
study of its voltage. 

WLen fully charged it is about 1·75, and the cell may be 
taken as discharged when it falls below 1·2. 

The rate of charge should never be below the normal 
rate prescrihed for any particular cell hy the makers, but 
the maximum limit is only reached ,dll'U the temperatl!n~ 
of the electrolyte exceeds 1150 F. 

Storing. 
This re(l UirE\o5 no elaborate preparation. Clean the case 

and connections, fill to correct Jevel with electrolyte and 
store in a, dry room. This is all that is needed, ancl thp 
cell may be thus left safely for any length of time. 

The illustration (Fig. :3:3) clearly ShOWR the component 
parts of the plates amI container. 
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